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Introduction 
The Extension Division of the State University of Iowa maintains a 
loan collection of plays for general reading by individuals, groups, and 
organizations. This service is designed especially as an aid to organizations 
and directors in selecting plays for production. 
Copies of plays to be produced and readings to be memorized from 
them must be purchased from the respective publisher since the Extension 
Division cannot supply them. It should be noted that many of the plays 
require royalties for production. All arrangements concerning royalties aie 
to be made by the producing organization or individual with the company 
publishing the play. 
Plays are loaned for reading and study purposes only. No plays or 
readings secured through this service may be copied in any way. This 
regulation is specified by the copyright law which provides a penalty for 
offenders. A request for plays or readings signifies acceptance of the 
conditions governing this subject. 
Borrowed material should not be marked or defaced in any way and in 
no instance may any part of the material be copied. 
Names and addresses of publishers will be found at the end of the 
list of plays. 
REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE SERVICE 
Plays selected from this list may be borrowed for a period of ten days to 
two weeks for reading and study purposes. 
As many as eight plays may be ordered at any one time, and the available 
ones will be sent immediately. 
Borrowers are required to pay postage on plays both ways. This is the 
only charge connected with the service. 
Borrowers are required to pay all replacement charges on all materials 
lost or damaged while in their possession. 
Address all requests for plays for reading and examination to: 
Extension Division Drama Loan Service 
Cl07 East Hall 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 
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FULL-LENGTH PLAYS 
A 
A IS i OR APPLE. LePelley. Farce. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
AARON SLICK FROM PUNKIN CRICK. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
ABSENT-MINDED PROFESSOR, THE. Parker. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. 
National Drama. 
ABSOLUTELY MURDER. LePelley. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
ACCENT ON YOUTH. Raphaelson. Comedy. 6m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
A-FEUDIN" O'TER YONDER. Rose. Hillbilly Comedy. 6m. 9w. extras Art Craft. 
AFFAIRS OF STATE. Vemeuil. Comedy. 4m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
' AIR EXPRESS. :r..1c~fullen & Halloway. Fantastical-Comedy. 6m. 5w. Royalty. 
BaJ ... er. 
ALIAS TlfE BUTLER. MIZer & Thompson. Comedy. 6m. 3w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
ALL IN THE FAMILY. H atlen. Comedy. 7m. 6\v. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE. Montgomery. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
ALONG CA:tviE CHARLIE. Nathan & Hale. Comedy. 6m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
ALONG CA1viE SPRING. Stone. Comedy. 8m. 3w. Royalty. Heuer. 
ANGEL STREET. Hamilton. Thriller. 2m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
ANGEL UNA,VARES. Metcalfe. Comedy. 5m. 5\v. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
AN JE OF GREEN GABLES. Chad,vicke. Drama. 4m. lOw. Royalty. French. 
ANNIE GET YOUR GUN Dorothy & Herbert Fields. Comedy. 9m. lOw. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
ANNIVERSARY '"TALTZ. Chodorov & Field~. Comedy. 7m. 5w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
APPLE FOR EVE, AN Tobias. Farce. 7m. 7\v. Royalty. Baker. 
AROUND THE CORNER. St. Clair. Comedy-Drama. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
AROUND TH E ~TORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS. Verne Comedy. 12m. llw. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
ARSENIC AND OLD LACE. Kesselring. Comedy. 11m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
ASK ME ANOTHER. Hughes. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
AUNT CATif iE'S CAT. Metcalfe. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
AUNTIE'S :tvlONEY. McGee Comedy. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
B 
BACHELOR BAIT. Lee. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Eldndge. 
BAD SEED. Anderson. Drama. 7m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
BARGAIN IS A BARGAIN, A. Parker Comedy. 4m. 8w. Royalty. National 
Drama. 
BARRETTS OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE. Besier. Comedy. 12m. 5w. I dog. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 
BASHFUL MR. BOBBS. Hare. Farce-Comedy. 4m. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
BAT, THE. Rinehart & Hopwood. Mystery 7m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
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BATTLE FOR BILL. Russell. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
BE HAPPY? GO WACKY! Tobias. Farce. Sm. Bw. Royalty. Baker. 
BE YOURSELF! Pierce. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
BEAR DECEPTION, A. Waite. Comedy. 6m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
BEAUTIFUL DREAMERS. Reach. Comedy. lOw. Royalty. Baker. 
BEEF STEW. Paul & Jean Sammon. Comedy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BEHIND THIS MASK,. McCarty. Drama. 6m. lOw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
BELLES ON THEIR TOES. Gilbreth & Carey. (dram. by Roos). Comedy. 12m. 
6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BERNADINE. Chase. Comedy. 13m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
BEST FOOT FORWARD Holm Comedy. !Om 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BETTY JANE FROM PUNKIN LANE. Stone. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Non-Roy. 
Heuer. 
BETTY, THE GIRL 0' MY HEART Kavanaugh. Comedy-Drama. 3m. 5w. Non· 
Roy. Dramabc. 
BIG AS LIFE. Russell. Comedy. 4m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Heuer. 
BIG BLOW-UP, THE. St. Clair. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
BIG FISHERMAN, THE. Douglas. (dram. by R. Laurence). Drama. 12m. llw. 
extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BILLION DOLLAR SAINT, THE. White. Farce. 16m. extras. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 
BIRDS AND THE BOYS, THE. Davidson. Comedy. 6m. llw. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BISHOP'S MANTLE, THE. Drama. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. Turnbull. 
(dram. by Johnson) . 
BLACK CAT. St. Clair. Mystery. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
BLUE JEANS. Arthur. Comedy-Drama. 7m. 6w. extras. Royalty. French. 4-act 
BOARDING HOUSE REACH, THE. Payton. Comedy. 7m. 9w. Royalty. Heuer. 
BOGEYMAN. Day. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
BOOKS AND CROOKS Mttzman & Dalzell. Comedy. 6m. 5w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
BOY APPEAL. Franklin. Comedy. 6m. lOw. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BOY NAMED BEULAH, A. Tob1as. Farce Bm. Bw. Royalty. Eldridge. 
BOYS ABOUT BOBBETTE. Johnson. Comedy-Drama. 6m. lOw. Royalty. Heuer. 
BRAIN STORM, THE. Knapp. Comedy. Sm. lOw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
BRA VOl Ferber & Kaufman. Drama. 9m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
BRIDAL CHORUS. Winter. Comedy. 8m. 6w. Royalty. Longmans. 
BRIGHT DUMMY. Asbrand. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
BRITTLE HEAVEN. York & Pohl. Drama. 5m. 6w. lb. Royalty. French. 
BROTHER PETROC'S RETURN. Lavery. Drama. 18m. 3w. extras. Royalty. 
French. 
BROTHERS KARAMAZOV, THE. Tnmarin & Sydow. Drama. 21m. 5w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
BUS STOP. Inge. Romance-Comedy. 5m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
BUTTON, BUTTON. Clark. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
' 
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BUY JUPITER! Davidson. Comedy. 6m. 12w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BUY ME BLUE RIBBONS. Elliot. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
c 
CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA. Shar. Drama. 18m. 12w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
CALL ME DARLING. Stone. Comedy. 4m. 8w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
3 
CANADA FOREVER. MacKenzie. Comedy. 9m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 2-act. 
CANNIBAL QUEEN, THE. St. Clarr. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
CAPTAIN KIDD'S RETURN. Lawrence & Dugan. Suspense. 7m. 5w. Royalty. 
Ro\v-Peterson. 
CASE OF SPRINGTIME, A. Sherman. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
CASE OF THE MISSING HEIRS. F1sher. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. 
Heuer 
CASH AND CARRIE. Steward. Comedy. 5m. 9w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF. Williams. Drama 8m. 5w. 4c. Royalty. Dramatists. 
CAUGHT IN THE WEB. St. Clair. Mystery-Comedy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
CHANCELLOR'S PARTY, THE. Liljenqwst. Drama. 12m. 8w. extras. Royalty. 
Playwrights' Press. 
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN. Gilbreth & Carey. (dram. by Clark). Comedy. 9m. 
7w Royalty. Dramatic. 
CHILD OF FORTUNE. Bolton. Drama. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Dramab.sts. 
CHILDREN OF THE MOON Flavm. Drama. 5m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
CINDERELLA COTTAGE. Davidson Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
CLASS RI G du Jardin. Drama. 7m. 8\v. Royalty. Dramatic. 
CLEAR ALL WIRES! Bella & Samuel Spewack. Comedy. 20m. Bw. extras. Royal-
ty. French. 
CLOUD SEVEN. Will<. Comedy. 9m. Bw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
CODDLED EGBERT. Tobias. Farce. 8m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
COLLEGE IS TERRIFIC. Goetz. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
COLLEGE KNIGHTS. Rand. Comedy. 7m. 5\v. Royalty. French. 
COME OUT OF THE CLOSET. Coyle. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
COME OUT OF YOUR COMAI Tob1as. Farce. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT, A. Fuller. Comedy. 
6m. 6\v. Royalty. Baker. 
COVERALLS. Elser. Comedy 4m. 6w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
CRADLE TROUBADOUR. Ste,vart. Comedy. 10m. 10\v. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
CRAZY AS A LOON. Stearns. Comedy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
CRAzy BUT CUTE. French. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
CRA2Y MIXED-UP KIDDS, THE. Tobias. Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
CRUCIBLE, THE. Miller. Drama. 11m. 10 w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
CUCKOOS ON THE HEARTH. Fennelly. Drama. 7m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
CURIOUS SAVAGE, THE. Patrick. Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty Dramatists. 
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CURSE OF THE INCAS. Olmstead. Mystery-Comedy. 7m. 5w. Royalty. Ivan 
Bloom Hardin. 
CUSTER'S LAST STAND, THE. F1sher Farce. 5m. 7w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
CUTE AS A BUTTON. Alexander. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
CYCLONE SALLY. Hafer. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
D 
DANCE vVITH OUR MISS BROOKS, A. Martens. Comedy. 6m. 14w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
DANGEROUS CORNER. Pnestly. Mystery. 3m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
DARK EYES. Miramova & Leontov1ch. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
2-act. 
DARK IS LIGHT ENOUGH, THE. Fry. Drama. 12m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
DARLING GIRL. Kendall. Comedy. 4m. lOw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
DASH OF BITTERS, A. Denham & Smith. Drama. 2m. 2w. dog. Royalty. Dra-
mabsts. 
DATE WITH A DREAM, A. Olson. Comedy. 7m. 7\v. Royalty. Baker. 
DATE WITH JUDY, A. Leshe. Comedy. 5m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DEADLY ERNEST. Payton. Comedy. 6m. Bw. Royalty. Heuer. 
DEAR DELINQUENT. Popplewell. Comedy. 5m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY. Casella. Comedy 6m. 5w. Royalty. French. 
DECEMBER BRIDE. Levy. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DECISION ON RAMEY SCOTT. Kesler. Comedy-Drama. 5m. 9w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
DEFENDER, THE. Rose. Drama. 17m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DEFIANCE OF DAVID CHARLES, THE. Kesler. Comedy. 7m. 8w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
DESPERATE AMBROSE. Payton. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Art 
Craft. 
DETECTIVE STORY. Kingsley. Drama. 26m. 8w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
DIAL "M" FOR MURDER. Knott. Mystery-Drama. 5m. lw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
DIARY OF ANNE FRANK, THE. Goodrich & Hackett. Drama. 5m. 5w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
DIARY OF SARAH SEARS, THE. St. Clair. Romantic Comedy. 6m. 14w. Royal-
ty. Baker. 
DIET OF DATES. Dalzell. Comedy. 9m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DIGGING UP THE DIRT. Norton. Comedy. 6m. 5w. extras. Royalty. Longmans. 
DINO. Sergei. Drama. 7m. llw. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DOCTOR IN SPITE OF HIMSELF, THE. Moliere. Farce. 6m. 3w. Non-Roy. 
French. 2-act. 
DODSWORTH. Lewis. Drama. 20m. 16w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
DOLLARS AND NONSENSE. Jones. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DOLL'S HOUSE, A. Ibsen. Drama. 3m. 4w. 3ch. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DO-NOTHING DAN. Murdock. Comedy. 3m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
DON'T DARKEN MY DOOR! Martens. Comedy. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
• 
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DON'T TAKE MY PENNY! Martens. Comedy. Sm. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DON'T TELL YOUR FATHER. McMahon. Comedy. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Dra-
matic. 
DOUBLE BARRELLED DETECTIVE STORY, A. Twain, Mystery-Comedy. Sm. 
7\v. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
DOUBLE EXPOSURE. Burdette. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
DOUGH FOR DOPES. Pierce. Comedy. 7m. llw. Royalty. Baker. 
DOVER ROAD, THE. Milne. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
DOWN TO EARTH. Knapp. Comedy-Fantasy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
DR. HUDSON'S SECRET JOURNAL, Martens. Drama 7m. 12w. extra. Royalty . 
Dramatic. 
DRESSED TO KILL. Gordon. Melo-mystery. 7m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
E 
EAGER MISS BEAVER, THE. Tobias. Farce. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
EASTWARD IN EDEN. Gardner. Drama. Sm. 7w. Royalty. Longmans. 
EDWARD, MY SON. Morley & Langley. Drama. 10m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
EDWIN BOOTH. Geiger. Biography. 6m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
EGG AND I , THE. MacDonald. Comedy. 9m. 13w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
EGGHEAD, THE. Kazan. Comedy. Sm. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
ELIZABETH THE QUEEN. Anderson. Comedy. 15m. 6w. extras. Royalty. 
French. 
ELUSIVE BACHELOR. Fisher. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
ENTERTAI ER, THE. Osborne. Drama. 5m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
EPITAPH FOR GEORGE DILLON, Osborne & Creighton, Melodrama. 5m. 4w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
ETHAN FROME. Owen & Donald Davis. Tragic Love Story. Sm. 3w. Royalty. 
Dramabsts. 
EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO US. St. Clair, Comedy. 6m. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
EVERYMAN TODAY, Sorell. Morahty Play. 16m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
EXCUSE ME, PLEASE, Metcalfe. Comedy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
F 
FAIR EXCHANGE. Gordon. Suspense-Comedy. Sm. 9w. voice. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 
FAIR GAME. Locke. Drama. Sm. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
FAMILY AFFAIR, A. Philhps. Comedy. lOw. Non-Roy. Baker. 
FAMILY NOBODY WANTED, THE. Doss. Comedy-Drama. 7m. lOw. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
FAMILY TREE. Price. Comedy. 12w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
FAMILY UPSTAIRS, THE. Delf. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. French. 
FATAL WEAKNESS, THE. Kelly. Comedy. 2m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
FATHER KNOWS BEST. James. (adapt. by Sergei). Comedy. 7m. lOw. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
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FATHER OF THE BRIDE. Stretter. (dram. by Frencke). Comedy. 11m. 6w. 
extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
FATHER WAS A HOUSEWIFE. Vera & Ken Tarpley. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
FATHER'S WIFE. Dias. Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
FESTN AL, THE. Sam & Della Spewack. Comedy. 6m. 4w. 2b. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 
FEUDIN' IN THE HILLS. Parker. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. National Drama. 
FINDERS CREEPERS. Payton. Mystery-Comedy. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
Heuer. 
FffiST GENTLEMAN, THE. Gmsbury. Regency Drama. 10m. llw. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
FIVE DOLLAR BILL, THE. ~1osel. Drama. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
FLIGHT INTO DANGER. Hailey. (dram. by Sergei). Drama. 9 m. lOw. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
FLYING GERARDOS, THE. Nicholson & Robinson. Comedy. 1m. 6w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
FLYING HIGH. Halloway Comedy. 3m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOG ISLAND. McCarty. Suspense Play. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
FOLLOW THE GIRLS, Renno Comedy. 5m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
FOOLS WILL BE FOOLS. L1sle. Farce. 3m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOOTLOOSE. Burdette. Comedy. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
"FOR HEA YEN'S SAKE." Orth. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOREVER ALBERT. Knapp. Comedy. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
FORM DEVINE, THE. Dolson. (dram. by Atkenson). Comedy. 5m. 12w. Royal-
ty. Dramatic. 
FOUR DAUGHTERS. Warner Bros. (dram by Vreeland). Comedy. 5m. 5w. 
Royalty. Longmans. 
FOURPOSTER, THE. De Hartog. Comedy. lm. lw. Royalty. French. 
FRAIDY CAT. Martens. Farce-Comedy. 4m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
FREE ADVICE. St. Clair. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
FRESH AIR. Hughes. Farce-Comedy. 9m. 8w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
G 
GAY. Loving. Comedy 3m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
GAZEBO, THE. Cappel. Comedy. 9m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES. Loos. (dram. by Sergei). Comedy. 7m. 
lOw. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
GENTLY DOES IT. Green. Drama. 2m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE. Hart & Kaufman. Comedy. 9m. Sw. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 
GHOST HOUSE, THE. St. Clair. Mystery-Comedy. 6m. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
GHOST ON THE LOOSE, A. Halff. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
GHOST OF A CHANCE, THE. Struthers. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peter-
son. 
• 
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GHOST TAILS. Greth. Farce. 3m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GHOST WANTED. Le Pelley. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
GHOSTS GO WEST, THE. Jearue. Mystery-Fantasy. 5m. 6w. extras. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
GIDGET. Kohner. Comedy. 8m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
GIRL CAN TELL, A. Herbert. Comedy. 8m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
GIRL CRAZY. Bolton & McGowan. (dram. by Martens). Comedy. 10m. 8w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
GffiL FRIEND, THE. Sergei. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
GffiL IN THE RAIN, THE. Reach. Suspense Drama. 4m. 5w. Royalty. French. 
GIRL NEXT DOOR, THE. Barrett. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GIRL OUT FRONT, THE. Clapp. Comedy. 7m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
GIRL'S BEST FRIEND, A. Faust. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. French. 
GIRLS IN CLOVER. Scnbner. Comedy. 12w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
GffiLS IN WHITE. McMahon. Comedy. llw. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
GLAMOUR BOY. Olson. Comedy. 7m. 9w. Royalty, Row-Peterson. 
GLASS MENAGERIE, THE. Williams. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
2-act. 
GOING PLACES. Payton. Comedy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
GOING STEADY. Emery. (dram. by Martens). Comedy. 7m. 8w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 2-act. 
GOOD NIGHT, LADIES. Day. Farce. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
GOODBYE, MY FANCY. Kanin. Comedy. 8m. 12w. Royalty. French. 
GOWN OF GLORY. Turnbull. (dram. by Phill1ps). Drama. 10m. lOw Royalty. 
Dramatic 
GRAND PRIZE. Alexander. Comedy. 6m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
GRANDAD GOES WILD. Metcalfe. Farce. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GRANDAD STEPS OUT. Metcalfe. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GRANDMA GOES TO TOWN. Barrett. Comedy. 3m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GRANDMA, HOW COULD YOU? Barrett. Comedy. 3m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GRANDMA'S BEST YEARS. Russell. Comedy. !Om. 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
GRANDMA'S LAST CHANCE Knapp. Comedy. 12w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
GRASS HARP, THE. Capote. Comedy. 9m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-Act. 
GREAT BIG DOORSTEP, THE. Goodrich & Hackett. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
GREAT CAESAR'S GHOST! Fisher. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS. Dickens. (dram. by Chadwicke) Drama. 7m. 8w. 
Royalty. French. 
GREAT SCOTTS. Ruth & Nathan Hale. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
GREATEST MAN ALIVE!, THE. Webster. Comedy-Drama. 6m. 2w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
GREEN BOUGH, THE. Ritner. (dram. by Taggart). Comedy. 4m. 8w. Royalty. 
French. 
GREEN GROW THE LILACS. Riggs. Folk Play. 10m. 4\v. extras. Royalty. 
French. 
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GREEN GROW THE ONIONS. Henderson. Comedy. 5m. 6w. extras. Royalty. 
Art Craft. 
GREEN MAN, THE. Chesterton. (dram. by Duffield). Mystery. 6m. 6w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
GREEN VALLEY. Wattron. Comedy-Fantasy. 11m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
GREEN VINE, THE. Stephens. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
GROOM SAID NOI THE. Ruth & Nathan Hale. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
GUESS AGAIN. Hughes. Farce. Sm. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
H 
HALF PAST 'TEEN. Henderson. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
HANDY MAN. Weatherly. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
HAPPIEST MILLIONAIRE, THE. Crichton. Comedy. 9m. 6w. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 2-act. 
HAPPILY SINGLE. Knapp. Comedy. 10m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Loos. Comedy-Fantasy. 11m. lOw. Royalty. French. 2-act. 
HAPPY DAZE, Payton. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
HAPPY HAUNTING GROUND. Greth. Mystery-Farce. 9m. 6w. 2b. Royalty. 
Baker. 
HAPPY TIME, THE. Fontaine. (dram. by Taylor) . Comedy. 7m. 4w. lb. Royal· 
ty. Dramatists. 
HARRISON HIGH. Fams. (dram. by Lawrence). Comedy. 9m. llw. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
HARVEY. Chase. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
HASTY HEART, THE. Patrick. Comedy-Drama. Sm. lw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
HAVE A DATE. Hays. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
HAVE A HEART! Latham. Farce. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
HEAD FIRST. Hughes. Farce-Comedy. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
HEADED FOR EDEN. Duvall. Comedy. 7m. lOw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
HEADIN' FOR A WEDDIN'. Rose. Farce. 5m. lOw. Royalty. Heuer. 
HEADIN' FOR THE HILLS. Rose. Hillbilly Play. 5m. lOw. extras. Royalty. 
Heuer. 
HEADLESS GHOST, THE. Dailey. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
HEALTHY, WEALTHY AND DUMB. Reach. Farce. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
HEAVEN CAN WAIT. Segall. Comedy-Fantasy. 12m. 6w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
HEIRESS, THE. Ruth & Augustus Goetz. Drama. 3m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
2-act 
HENPECKED HENRY. Stoner. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Non-Roy. French. 
HENPECKED HUSBAND, THE. Parker. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. National 
Drama. 
HER KISSIN' COUSIN. Clapp. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Heuer. 
HER MAJESTY, MISS JONES. Batson & Harman. Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
• 
• 
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HERE COME THE BRIDES! Fisher. Farce. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
HERE COMES THE PRINCE! Martens. Farce. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
HERE WE GO AGAIN. Payton. Comedy. 6m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
HERO IN DISTRESS. Nash. Farce. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Baker. 
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HESSIE OF THE HILLS. Schweikert. Farce. 5m. 6w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
HIDDEN ENEMY, THE. Thomas. Mystery. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Northwestern 
Press. 
HIDDEN RNER, THE. Ruth & Augustus Goetz. Post-War Drama. 7m. 3w. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 
, HIGHLY SEASONED. Knapp. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
HILLBILLY WEDDIN'. Rose. Comedy. 6m. 8w. extras. Royalty. Art Craft. 
HIT WITH A HORSESHOE. Gordon. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
HOAX OF HOGAN'S HOLLER. Schweikert. Hillbilly Farce. 5m. 8w. Non-Roy. 
Eldridge. 
HOLIDAY FOR LOVERS. Alexander. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
HONOR BRIGHT. Goetz. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER, THE. Norvelle. Folk Comedy. 18m. 8w. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
HOPPSVILLE HOLIDAY, Nathan & Ruth Hale. Comedy. 9m. 6w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
HOT-HEADED HERBERT. Parish. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
HOT ICE. Clark. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 7w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
HOW BETSY BUTTED IN. Spence. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
HURRICANE HARRIET. Provence. Farce. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
I 
I, A STRANGER. Petter. Drama. 14m. 6w. lb. 1g. Royalty. Baker. 
I AM A CAMERA. Van Druten. Drama. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
I KILLED THE COUNT. Coppel. Mystery. 11m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
I KNOCK AT THE DOOR. Shyre. D1ama. 25m 8w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
I LOVE LUCY. Sergei (adapt. from TV program). Comedy. 5m. 5w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
I REMEMBER MAMA Forbes. (dram. by Van Druten). Comedy 12w. 9m. 
lch. Royalty. Dramatists 
I WAS A TEEN-AGE DRACULA. Donovan. Mystery-Comedy. 6m. 9w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
ICEBOUND. Davis. (dram. by Reeid). Drama. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Longmans. 
IF MOTHER ONLY KNEW. Payton. Farce. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. Heuer. 
IF THIS BE BLISS. Johnson. Comedy. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
I'LL LEAVE IT TO YOU. Coward. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
I'M A FAMILY CRISIS. Olson. Comedy. 4m. 8w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, THE. W1lde. Comedy. 5m. 4w. Non-
Roy. Dramatic. 
IN AGAINI OUT AGAINI Stone. Farce. 4m. 8w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
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IN CASE OF MURDER. Wath·on. Mystery-Farce. 7m. 6w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
IN THE SPRING THE S ~P. Le Pelley. Farce. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
INCOMPLETED PASS, THE. Clapp. Comedy. 2m. 5w. 10 extras. Royalty. 
Dramatic 
INHERIT THE WIND. Lawrence & Lee Drama. 23m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists 
INNER WILLY, THE. Knapp. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
INTERLOCK. Levin. Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT. Cannon. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Northwestern 
Press. 
IT HAPPENED THIS WAY. vVattron. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
IT NEVER RAINS. Rouverol. Comedy 6m. llw. Royalty. French. 
IT WALKS AT MIDNIGHT. Reach. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
IT'S A GREAT LIFE. Finch. Farce-Comedy 6m. 8w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
IT'S A HIT! McMullen. Comedy 4m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
IT'S ALL IN YOUR HEAD. Burdette. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
IT'S CONTAGIOUS. Bhven. Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
IT'S GREAT TO BE CRAZY Payton. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
IT'S GREAT TO BE SIXTEEN. Provence. Farce 4m. 8w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE. Elser. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Heuer. 
J 
JACKPOT, THE. Badger. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
"JANUARY THAW". Pertridge. (dram. by Roos). Comedy. 7m. 6w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
JOANIE ON THE SPOT. Newbold. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
JO'S BOYS. Johnson. Comedy. 5m. lOw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
JUDY PULLS THE CURTAIN Elser. Farce. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
JUDY'S DIARY. St. Clair. Comedy. 4m. 7\v. Royalty. Deruson. 
JUMP OVER THE MOON. Vera & Ken Tarpley. Farce 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
JUNE FEVER. Provence. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
JUNE GRADUATE. Provence. Comedy-Drama. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
JUNE MAD. Ryerson & Clements. Comedy. 7m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
JUNIOR IS A GENIUS. St. Clair. Farce. 6m. 5w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
JUNIOR MISS. Chodorov & Fields. Comedy. 13m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
JUNIOR PROM. Stone. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
JUST DUCKY. Payton. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
JUST OFF BROADWAY. Douglas. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
K 
KARL AND ANNA. Frank. Drama. 7m. 3w. Non-Roy. French. 
KAY BEATS THE BANDI McCoy. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
KEEP MOVING. McCoy. Comedy 5m. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer . 
• 
• 
• 
' 
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KEEPING COMPANY. Seidel. Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
KIND SIR K.rasna. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
KING OF HEARTS. Kerr & Brooke. Comedy. 6m. 2w. 2b. dog. Royalty. 
Dramab.sts. 
KISSIN' COUSINS. Sterling. Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
KITTEN'S 1\ECKLACE, THE. O'Neill. Mystery. lOw. Royalty. Baker. 
KNEE DEEP IN TROUBLE. Knapp Comedy. 6m. Bw. Royalty. Baker. 
KNOCK 0_ WOOD. Hughes. Mystery-Comedy. 7m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
L 
LABURNUM GROVE. Pnestley. Comedy. 6m. 3w. Non-Roy. French. 
LADIES' LOUNGE. Gordon. Comedy. 20w. Royalty. Baker. 
LAMP AT MIDNIGHT. StaVIs. Drama. 50m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
LARK, THE. Anouilh. Drama. 15m. 5w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
LAST NOTCH, THE. Sergei. Drama. 16m. llw. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LATER THAT NIGHT. Alvord. Mystery-Farce. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
LA VENDER and OLD LACE. Warner. Drama. 4m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
LEADING LADY, THE. Gordon. Drama. lim. 8w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
LEAVE TO MARRY. Johnson. Farce-Comedy. 2m. 4w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LEGEND OF LIZZIE, THE. Lawrence. Drama. 15m. 8w. extras. Royalty. 
Drama b. c. 
LET ME GROW UP. Martens. Comedy. 2m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LET ME OUT OF HERE! Barrett. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Heuer. 
LET ME TALK. St. Clair. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
LET'S FACE IT. Metcalfe. Comedy. 6m. Bw. Royalty. Heuer. 
LETTERS. Booth. Comedy. 4m. 5\v. Royalty. French. 
LIFE \VITH FATHER. Linsay & Crouse. Comedy 9m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
LIFE WITH MOTHER. Linsay & Crouse. Comedy. 8m. Bw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
LIGHT UP THE SKY. Hart. Comedy. 9m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
LIGHTS OUT. McCoy. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
LILIOM. Molnar. Fantasy. 17m. 5w. extras. Royalty. French. 
LINE OF SCRIMMAGE. Kesler. Comedy. 10m. 13w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LITTLE DOG LAUGHED, THE. Vera & Ken Tarpley. Comedy. 5m. lOw. extras. 
Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LITTLE HONEY, A. Davidson. Comedy. 4m. Bw. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LITTLE MINISTER, THE. Barrie. Drama. 5m. 6w. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LITTLE MISS SOMEBODY. Kendall. Comedy-Drama. 5m. 5w. Royalty. 
Drama b. c. 
LITTLE NELL, THE ORPHAN GIRL. Goodhue. Melodrama. 4m. Bw. Royalty. 
Baker. 
LITTLE SWEETHEART. Provence. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Denison. 
LITTLE WOMEN Alcott. (dram. by Laurence). Drama. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LITTLE WORLD OF DON CAMILLO, THE. Hartke. Comedy. 11m. 4w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
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LIVELY ARTS OF SISTER GERVAISE, THE. Bonn. (dram. by Martens). Com-
edy. Sm. 13w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LOOK BACK IN ANGER. Osborne. Drama. 3m 2w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LOVE BEGINS AT SIXTY-FIVE. Nash. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
LOVE IS ETERNAL. Stone. (dram. by Sergei). Drama. 14m. 16w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
LOVE IS IN THE AIR. Frank & Doris Hursley. Comedy. 6m. Bw. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
LOVE IS TOO MUCH TROUBLE. Le Pelley. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 9w. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
LOVE ME LONG. Frankel Comedy 6m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
LOVE OF FOUR COLONELS, THE. Ustinov. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 2-act. 
LUCKY PENNY, A. Martens. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LULLABY. Appell. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
LUST FOR LIFE. Stone. Drama. 7m. 12w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LUTE SONG. Kao-Tong-Kia. (dram. by Sergei). Love Story. 9m. 6\v. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
M 
MAD HOUSE, THE. Allen. Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
MADAM, WILL YOU WALK? Hov.ard. Comedy-Fantasy. lim. 4w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
MADWOMAN OF CHAILLOT, THE. Giraudoux. Comedy. 17m. 8w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 2-act. 
MAGIC TOUCH, THE. Johnson. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Heuer. 
MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION. Douglas. (dram. by Vreeland). Drama. 6m. 6w. 
Royalty. Longmans. 
MAIL ORDER MARY. Provence. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
MAMA'S ANGEL CHILD. Graham. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
MAMA'S BABY BOY. George. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Non-Roy. French. 
MAN, THE, Dinelh. Drama. 5m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists 2-act. 
MAN ALIVE! Pierce. Suspense Play. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Heuer. 
MAN AND SUPERMAN. Shaw. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Royalty. Penguin Books 
MAN CALLED PETER, A. Marshall. (dram. by McGreevey). Drama. 7m. 8\'. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
MAN IN THE DOG SUIT, THE. Corle. (dram. by Beich & Wright). Comedy. 
6m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
MAN ON THE STAIRS, THE. McCarty. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
MARGIE AND THE WOLD MAN. St. Clair. Comedy-Mystery-Drama. 6m. 5\v. 
Royalty. Eldridge. 
MARRIAGE IS MURDER. Stearns. Mystery-Farce. 4m. 6\v. Royalty. Eldridge. 
MARY OF SCOTLAND. Anderson. Drama. 12m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
• 
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MARY STUART. Goldstone & Reich. Drama. 12m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
MA'S '\fEW HUSBAND. George. Farce. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
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MATTER \VITH MILDRED, THE. Stephens. Comedy 6m. 4w. Royalty. Row-
Peteison. 
MADDIE AND THE OPPOSITE SEX. Graeme & Sarah Lorimer. Comedy. 5m. 
9\v. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MAYBE IT'S A MURDER. Bacon. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Ivan 
Bloom Hardin. 
MAYBE L0\7E. Norman. Comedy. 4m. 8w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
~1E AND l\1Y SHADO\V. Barrett. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Heuer . 
. . ME, CA~DIDO. Anderson. 11odem Fable. 9m 5w. 2ch. Royalty. Dramatists. 
MEEK BUT MERRY Barrett. Comedy 5m. 7w Non-Roy. Heuer. 
MEET CORLISS ARCHER. Herbert. (dram. by Sergei). Comedy. 4m. 8w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
MEET ME AT THE PROM. Reach. Comedy. 6m. lOw. Royalty. Baker. 
MEET ROMEO MORGAN Phillips. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
MEET THE WIFE. Starlmg. Comedy 5m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
MEN ARE LIKE STREETCARS. Lorimer. (dram. by Sergei) Comedy. 5m. 
11 V.' Royalty. Dramatic. 
MERRY MATCHMAKER, THE. L1sle. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
~1ESSAGE FROl\rl MARS. Larson & Magary. Science-Fiction. 6m. 7w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
MID:\'IGHT. Hughes. Mystery-Comedy. 7m. 6\v. Royalty. Ro\v-Peterson. 
MID~IGIIT SON Asbrand. Mystery-Comedy. 7m. 9w. Royalty. Baker. 
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S SCREA~1. Henderson. Mystery-Comedy. 6m. 7w. 
Royalty. Eldridge 
MILLION HEIR, THE. Knapp. Comedy. 9m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
MILLIONTH WAS MILLIE, THE. Thomas Comedy. 5m. 8w. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
MIND OVER MATTER. Knapp. Farce. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
MISS CHATTERBOX. Caldwell. Comedy. 3m. 8w. Royalty. French. 
MISS DILL FROM DIPPYVILLE. Tillord. Farce. 3m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
MISS LONELYHEARTS Teichmann. Drama. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Dramabsts. 
MISSOURI LEGEND. Ginty. Comedy. 12m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists 
MISTAKES AT THE BLAKES'. Le Pelley. Farce. 6m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
MISTER CO-ED Olson Comedy. 4m. 8w. extras. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
MOLLIE O'SHAUGHNESSEY. Ste\vart. Comedy-Drama. 7m. 6w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
MONEY MAD. Gordon. Comedy. 9m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
MONKEY BUSINESS. Isom & Metcalfe. Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
MONTH OF TUESDAYS, A. Snapp. Farce. 4m. 7w. Royalty. French. 
MORE THE MERRIER, THE. \Veatherly. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Row-Peter-
son. 
MORE THE MERRIER, THE. Gabrielson & Pincus. Farce, 15m. 6w. Royalty. 
French. 
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MOTHER IS A FRESHMAN. Blau. (dram. by Sergei ). Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royal-
ty. Dramatic. 
MOTHER NAMED HIM PERCY. Halloway Comedy. 4m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
MOUNTAIN GAL. Mitchell & Rose. Comedy. Sm. 5w. Royalty. Heuer. 
MR. AND MRS. NORTI-I. Dav1s. Comedy 16m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
MR. BEANE FROM LIMA. Tobias. Farce. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
MR. ICEBOX. Hughes. Comedy. 12m. 7w Royalty Dramatic. 
MRS. MeTRING. Chase. Fantasy. 8m 9w. lb. lg Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
MUM'S THE WORD. Pierce Comedy 6m. 7w. extras Royalty. Baker. 
MURDER FOR THE BRIDE Reach Mystery. llw. Royalty. Baker. 
MURDER HAS BEEN ARRANGED, A. Will1ams Ghost Story. 4m. 5w. Royalty. 
French. 
MURDER IN A NUNNERY. Lavery. Murder-Mystery. Sm. 12w. extras. Royalty. 
French. 
MURDER TAKES THE VEIL. Hubbard Mystery. Bm. 15\v. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MY LITTLE MARGIE. Sergei. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MY SHIP UPON THE RIVER. \Vattron. Comedy. Sm. 5w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
MY THREE ANGELS. San1 & Bella Spewack. Comedy. 7m. 3vv. Royalty. Drama-
bsts. 
MYSTERY IN THE LIBRARY. Hines. Mystery-Comedy. Bm. 4w. extras. Royalty. 
Art Craft. Heuer. 
MYSTERY, MAYHEM, AND MURDER! Parish. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 7\v. 
Royalty. Baker. 
N 
NEARLY BELOVED. Payton. Comedy. Sm. 8w. Royalty. Art Craft. Heuer. 
NERVOUS WRECK, THE. St. Clair. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
NEW BOY IN SCHOOL. McMahon. Comedy. 8m. 9w. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
NEW FIRES. Burdette. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
NIGHT MUST FALL. Williams. Drama. 4m. 5w. Royalty. French. 
NIGHT OF JANUARY 16TH. Rand. Comedy-Drama. 11m. 10\\. extras Royalty. 
Longmans. 
NO MAN ALIVE. Storer. Mystery-Comedy. lOw. Royalty. Baker 
NO MOON TONIGHT. MacDonald. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 5w Royalty. Ro,v-
Peterson. 
NO MORE HOMEWORK. Henderson. Comedy. Bm. 9\v. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS. Levin. Comedy. 35m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
NOT FOR SALE. Gordon. Comedy. Sm. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
NOT IN A THOUSAND YEARS. McCarty. Comedy. 7m. 9w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH. Montgomery. Comedy. 10m. 12w. Royalty. 
French. 
NOWHERE FAST. Van Wallen. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 4~ Royalty. Heuer. 
NUTS IN MAY. Sergei Comedy. 6m. lO,v. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DRAMA LOAN SERVICE 15 
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OBSTINATE BRIDE, THE. St. Clru.r. Comedy. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
OFF THE TRACK. Metcalfe. 5m. 8w. extras. Royalty. Heuer. 
OH BOY, WHAT A GIRL! Roeder. Cornedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
OH, CHARLIEr Fisher. Farce-Comedy. 4m. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
OH, FATHER! Jones. Comedy. lm. lOw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
OH SAYI DO YOU SEE? Boyd Comedy. 5m. 7\v. extras. Royalty. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
OLD ACQUAINTANCE. Van Druten. Comedy. 2m. 5w. Non-Roy. French. 
OLD LADY ROBBINS. Miller Comedy. 9m 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
ON OUR STREET. Manning. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
ONCE AND FOR ALL. Duvall. Comedy. 8m. llw. extras. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
ONCE IN A LIFETIME. Burdette. Romantic-Comedy. 7m. 7v.t. extras. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
ONCE IN A LIFETIME. Hart & Kaufman. Comedy. 25m. 12w. Royalty. French. 
ONE FOOT IN HEAVEN. Spence. (dram. by 11artens). Comedy 8m. 9w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
ONE FOR THE MONEY. Metcalfe. Comedy. 7m. 8w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
ONIONS IN THE STEW. MacDonald (dram. by Dalzel & Martens). Comedy. 
7m. llw. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
ORPHEUS DESCEND! G. Williams. Drama. 10m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
OUR HEARTS WERE YOUNG AND GAY. Skmner & Kimbrough. (dram. by 
Kerr). Comedy. 8m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
OUR MISS BROOKS. Mann. (dram. by Clark). Comedy. 5m. 12w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
OUR TOWN. Wilder. Drama. 17m. 7w. extras. Royalty. French. 
OUT OF THE MIST. Price. Comedy-Drama. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
OUT OF THIS WORLD. McCoy. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
OUT ON A LIMB. Johnson. Comedy-Drama 5m. 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
OVERNIGHT GHOST, THE Gordon. Farce. 5m 6w. voice. Royalty. Baker. 
p 
PAINT THE TOWN PINK. Martens. Comedy 13m. 13w. extras. Royalty. Dra-
matic. 
PALM TREE IN A ROSE GARDEN, A. Roberts. Drama. 3m. 5w Royalty 
Dramatists. 
PANIC ON A PULLMAN. Brov.-n & Coryell. Comedy. 5m. llw. Royalty. 
Eldridge. 
PAPA IS ALL. Green. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
PAPA SAYS NO! :tv!etcalfe. Comedy 6m. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
PAPA WAS A PREACHER. Porter. (dram. by McGreevey). Drama. 7m. 8w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
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PAPER PLATES FOR PAPA. Gordon Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
PARDON MY MILLIOi\S. Nash Comedy. 4m. 7\v. Royalty. Baker. 
PARENTS ARE LIKE THAT. Johnson. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
PASSING OF THE THIRD FLOOR BACK, THE. Jerome. Drama. 6m. 6w. 
Royalty. French. 
PEOPLE \ ' ERSUS MAXINE LOWE, TilE. McMahon. Drama-Suspense. 5-IOm. 
8-13w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
PERSONAL APPEARANCE. Riley. Comedy. 4m 6w. Royalty. French. 
PHANTOM OF THE HIGH SCHOOL. Martens Mystery-Comedy. 8 m. lOw. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
PHA:KTOM TIGER, THE. St. Clair. Mystery-Comedy. 6m. 6\v. Royalty. North-
\vestem Press. 
PLANE CRAZY. Stewart. Comedy. 8m. 13w. Royalty. Ro\v-Peterson. 
PLAY IT SMART. Russell. Comedy. 4m. 6w extras. Royalty. Heuer. 
PLEASE COMMUNICATE. Oldf1eld. Drama. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
POWER WITHOUT GLORY. Hutton. Drama. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
PRESCOTT PROPOSALS, THE. Lindsay & Crouse. Melodrama. 12m. 3w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE. Austen. (dram. by Kendall). Comedy 5m. llw. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
PROFESSOR, HO\V COULD YOUI Martens. Farce. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
PURPLE DUST. O'Casey~ Drama 10m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
PYGMALION. Shaw. Romance-Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Penguin Books. 
Q 
QUALITY STREET. Barrie Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. French. 4-act. 
QUEEN'S HUSBAND, THE. Sherwood. Comedy. lim. 4w. Royalty. Longmans. 
QUIET WEEKEND! Glenn. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
QUIT YOUR KIDDING. Metcalfe. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
QUIZ ME AGAIN. Henderson. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
R 
RAiviSHACKLE INN. Batson. Mystery-Farce. 9m 6\v. Royalty. Dramatists. 
REAL McCOY, THE. Fisher. Farce. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE. Fuller. Drama. 13m. lOw. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
RECLINING FIGURE. Kurnitz. Comedy. 9m. lw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
RED HOUSE MYSTERY, THE. Sergei. Mystery. 7m. 8w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
RED ROSES FOR ME. O'Casey. Drama. 21m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
RELUCTANT REUNION. Sammon. Comedy. 7m. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
REMARKABLE INCIDENT AT CARSON CORNERS, THE. Sergei. Drama. 
13m. 13w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
REMEMBER YOU'RE A LADY. Braun Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
• 
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REST ASSURED. Payton. Comedy. 6m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Art Craft. Heuer. 
RIDDLE ME RICHES. Weatherly. Comedy. 8m. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
RIGHT UNDER YOUR NOSE. Alexander. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
ROBE, THE. Douglas. (dram. by McGreevey). Drama. 13m. 9w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramabc. 
ROCKABYE BABY. Ph1llips. Comedy. 14w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
ROMANCERS, THE. Rostand. Comedy. Sm. 1 w. extra. Royalty. French. 
ROMANTIC BY REQUEST. Fitch. Comedy. Sm. Sw. Royalty. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
ROOM FOR THE GROOM. Henderson. Comedy. Sm. 6w. exbas. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
ROOM NO. 13. Da1ley. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Heuer. 
ROOMFUL OF ROSES, A. Sommer. Drama. 4m. S\v Rovalty. Dramatists 4-act. 
RUGGLES, THE. Phillips Comedy. 6m. S\v. Royalty. Du1matic. 
RUNNING vVILD. Hughes. Farce. 8m 6\v. Royalty. Ro\v-Peterson. 
s 
SABRINA FAIR. Taylor. Comedy. 7m 7w. Royalty. Dramabsts. 4-act. 
SAVED BY THE BELLE. Sutton. Farce. 3m. 9\v. Royalty. French. 
SCARED STIFF. St. Clarr. Mystery-Comedy. Sm. 7w. Royalty. Heuer. 
SCHOOL FOR MARRIAGE. Johnson. Comedy. 5m. 7\v. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
"SCOOTIN' GRANDMA". Nash. Farce. 4m. 9w. Royalty. Baker. 
SECOND CHILDHOOD Covington & Simonson. Farce. 6m. 6\v. Royalty. 
Longmans. 
SECOND FIDDLE. Le Pelley. Farce. 3m. 6\v. Royalty Ro\v-Peterson. 
SEEING DOUBLE. Parker. Comedy. 4m. 8w. Royalty. National Drama. 
SEVE~ CINDERELLAS. 1\.1acDonald.Comedy Sm. 7w. Royalty. Ro\v-Peterson. 
SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE. Cohan. Farce. 9m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
SEVEN NUNS AT LAS VEGAS \\'hite. Drama. 2m ll\v. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SEVEN SISTERS. Ellis. Comedy. 6m. 8w. Royalty Dramabsts. 
SEVEN YEAR ITCH, THE. Axelrod. Romanoc Comedy. Sm. 6\v. Royalty. 
Dramabsts. 
SEVENTEEN IS AvVFULLY YOU~G Ruth & Nathan Hale. Comedy. Sm. 6\v. 
Royalty. Heuer. 
SEVENTEEN IS TERRIFIC Olson Comedy Sm. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
SEVENTEENTH SUMMER. Daly. (dram. by 1viartens ) . Comedy. 6m 7,v 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
SHOP AT SLY CORNER, THE. Percy. Drama. 6m. 4w. Royalt). Dt amatists. 
SHOWDO\VN AT SA vVTOOTH. McCarty. M)stery-Comedy. 4m. 5\v. Royalty 
Row-Peterson. 
SILAS MARNER. Eliot (dram. by Mc~1ahon ) . Drama. 9m. 7v ..; extras. Royalty. 
Dramabc. 
SILVER CORD, THE. Howard. Drama. 2m. 4\v. Royalty. French. 
SIMPLY HEAVENLY. Hughes. Comedy. 11m. 8w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SIN OF PAT MULDOON, THE. McLiam. Dtama. 6m. 3\v. Royalty. Dramatlsts. 
• 
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SIX STITCHES FOR EGO. Vera & Ken Tarpley. Comedy. 6m. 7w. extras. 
Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SIX TELEVISION PLAYS. Rose Simon & Schuster. 
TWELVE ANGRY MEN. Drama. 14m. 
CRIME IN THE STREETS Drama. 13m. lw. 
THE REMARKABLE INCIDE TAT CARSON CORNERS. Drama 13m. 
Bw. lb. 
AN ALMANAC OF LIBERTY. Drama. 16m 7w. 
THUNDER 0 SYCAMORE STREET. Drama 7m. 6w. 
THE INCREDIBLE WORLD OF HORACE FORD. Drama. 7m. 5w. 5ch. 
SKELETON WALKS, THE. Metcalfe. Mystery-Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Art 
Craft 
SKI ED ALIVE. Fisher. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
SKIPPER NEXT TO GOD. De Hartog. Drama. 15m. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SLEEPING PRINCE, THE Rattigan. Fairy Tale 7m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SMALL WAR ON MURRAY HILL. Sherwood. Comedy. 15m. 7w. lb. lg. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
SMART IDIOT Nash Comedy 4m 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
SMARTER AND SMOOTHER. Daly. (dram. by Sergei). Comedy. 4m. 7w. 
Royalty. Dramatic 
SMITH VS. SMITH. Storer Farce. 3m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
SNEAK DATE. Arnold. Farce-Comedy 7m. 8w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SO THIS IS BLISS. Johnson. Comedy. 7m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Heuer. 
SOLID GOLD CADILLAC, THE. Teichmann & Kaufman. Comedy. 12m. 6w. 
Royalty. Dramab.sts. 2-act 
SOMEONE WAITING. Williams. Murder-Mystery. 4m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SOMETI-IING BORROWED SOMETHING BLUE. Wilton. Comedy. 3m. 8w. 
Royalty. Baker. 
SON OF ERIN. McMullen. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
SOUTHERN EXPOSURE. Crump Comedy. 3m. 5w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SOUTHWEST CORNER, THE. Holm Comedy-Drama. 3m. 4w Royalty. Dram-
atists. 
SPA, THE. Chodorov. Drama. 6m 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, JOAN. Spence Comedy. 3m. 7w. Royalty. French. 
SPOOKS ALIVE. Rose. Mystery-Comedy. 7m. 8w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
SPRING FEVER. Hughes. Farce. 7m. 5\v Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SPRING IS TOMORROW. Hudelson. Comedy 9m. 5w, Royalty. Art Craft. 
SPRI G NIGHT. Payne (dram. by Martens) Comedy. 6m. lOw. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
SQUARE CROOKS. Judge. Comedy-Mystery. 6m. 5w. Royalty. Longmans. 
STAG LINE. Graeme & Sarah Lorimer. (dram. by Martens). Comedy. 7m. ll\v. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
STAGE DOOR. Ferber & Kaufman. Drama. 13m. 19w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
STAIRWAY, THE. Hubbard. Mystery. 4m. 7w. lb. Royalty. Dramatic. 
STARDUST. Kerr. Comedy. 7m. llw. Royalty. Dramatic. 
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STARING MATCH, THE. McNeely. Comedy. 6m. 3w. extras. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 2-act. 
STARS IN THEIR EYES. Ruth & Nathan Hale. Comedy. 7m. 8\v. Royalty. Heuer. 
STATE FAIR. Stong. (dram. by McMahon & Sergei). Comedy. 6m. 5w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
STOP THE WEDDING. Magary. Comedy. 9m. 9w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
STORY OF MARY SURRATT, THE. Patrick. Drama. 33m. 2w. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 
STRANGE BOARDERS. Batson & Kirkland. Comedy-Mystery. 8m. 7w. Royalty. 
Dramatists 
STRA \VS FOR TWO. DaVIdson. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. Barrett . Comedy. 4m. 7w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
STRICTLY FORMAL. Davidson. Comedy. 6m. lOw. Royalty. Dramatic. 
SUBWAY CIRCUS. Saroyan. Collection of Scenes. M1Sc. char. Royalty. French. 
SUDDEN ROMA_ CE. Hunter. Comedy. 6m, 4\v. Royalty. Baker. 
SURVIVORS, THE. Viertel & Shaw. Melodrama. 15m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SWEETHEART OF U BAKA PI, THE. Nash. Comedy. 8m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
SWIFT KICK, A. Stone & Reeid. Comedy. 6m. 8w. Royalty. Longmans. 
S\VI~G YOUR PARTNER. St Clau. Comedy. 5m 6w. extras Royalty. Art Craft. 
S\\-ORD AND THE SCROLL, THE. Atlans. D1ama. 9m. 3w. extras. Royalty. 
Ro\v-Peterson. 
T 
TAKE IT EASY. Fisher. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer 
TAKE YOUR ~tEDICINE. Metcalfe. Farce. 4m. 8w. Royalty. Art Craft. Heuer. 
TAMII\G THE BRAT. Russell Comedy. 4m 6w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
TANGLED YARN, THE. Vola. Comedy. Sm. 7w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardm. 
TEACH ME HOW TO CRY. Joudry. D1ama. 3m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON, THE. Patr1ck. Comedy. 13m. 5w. 
extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
TEEN TIME. Martens. Comedy. 8m. 8w extras. Royalty. Dramatic 
TELEVISION PLAYS. Chayesfsky. S1mon & Schuster. 
THE BACHELOR PARTY Drama. 7m. 5w. 
PRI TER,S MEASURE. Drama 8m. 4w lb. 
HOLIDAY SONG. Drama 7m. 4w. 
THE BIG DEAL. Drama. 9m. 2w. 
THE MOTHER. Drama 2m. 8w. 
MARTY. Drama. 7m. 7w. 
TE LITTLE I DIANS. Chnstie. Mystery. 8m. 3w Royalty. French. 
TEN O'CLOCK SCHOLAR. Vera & Ken Tarpley. Comedy. Sm. 9w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
TE!\DER TRAP, THE Shulman & Smith. Comedy 6m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists 
TERROR AT BLACK OAKS. Reach. Mystery-Comedy. 6m. 7w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
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TERROR IN THE SUBURBS Stuart. Suspense-Comedy. 5m. 7w. extras. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
TEVYA AND HIS DAUGIITERS. Perl. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
2-act. 
THAT'S MY COUSIN Gordon. Comedy. 8m. lOw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
THAT'S OUR BOY. Provence. Farce-Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
THERE SHE GOES. George. Comedy. 3m. 9\v. Royalty. Baker. 
THERE'S AL \VAYS A MURDER. Parker. Comedy-Mystery. 4m. 6w. Royalty. 
French. 
THESE GOLDEN DAYS. Gage. Comedy-Drama. 15w. Royalty. Baker. 
THEY \VE1.T THATAWAYI \Villiams. \Vestem Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. 
French. 
THIRD BEST SPORT. Eleanor & Leo Bayer. Comedy. 7m. 4w. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 
THIRTEENTH CHAIR, THE. Veiller. Mystery. 10m. 7w. Royalty. French. 
THIS GHOST BUSINESS. Clark. Mystery-Comedy 5m. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
THIS IS THE LIFE. Martens. Comedy. 9m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
THREAD THAT RUNS SO TRUE, THE. Stuart Comedy. 12m. 16\v. Royalty. 
Dramatic · 
THREE BLIND MICE. Bolton. Comedy. 5m. 6\v. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
THREE FINGERS I~ THE DOOR. Metcalfe. 1'1ystery-Comedy. 4m. 6\\'. Roy-
alty. Heuer. 
THREE HEADS I FOUR ACTS Stearns Comedy dtfferent char. in each act. 
Baker 4-act. 
THREE LITTLE MAIDS Rowland. Comedy. 4m 7w. Royalty. Baket. 
THREE MEN ON A HORSE. Holm & Abbott. Comedy. 11m. 4w. Royalty 
Dramatists. 
THREE MEN ON A STRING. Knapp. Comedy. 7m. 7w. Royalty. Baker 
THREE MISSES AND A MYTH. Kennedy. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
THUNDER ON SYCAMORE STREET. Sergei. Drama. 8m. lO,v. extras Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
"TIGER HOUSE". St. Clair. M)stery-Comedy. 6m. 4w. Royalty. Northwestern 
Press. 
TIGER ON HIS TOES Rogers Comedy. 8m. 8\v. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
TIME FOR ROMANCE. Ge1stenberg. Comedy. lOw. Royalty. Longmans 
TIME OUT FOR GINGER. Alexander. Comedy. 5m. 5\v. Royalty. Dramatists. 
TISH. Chadwicke. Comedy. 5m. s,v. Royalty. French. 
TO BLUSH UNSEEN. Le Pelley. Farce. 6m. 8w. Royalty. Baker 
TOO MUCH SPRINGTIME. Adler. (dram. by Wodehouse). Comedy. 7m. 9'*''· 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
TOO SWEET FOR SIXTEEN. Stone. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
TOO YOUNG, TOO OLD. Man1ane & Joseph Hayes. Comedy. 5m. lOw. extras. 
Royalty. Baker. 
TORCH SONG. Nicholson. Drama. Bm. 6w. Royalty. French. 
TOWARDS ZERO. Chrtsbe Murder Story. 7m. 4\\-. Royalty. Dramatists. 
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TRANSFERRED GHOST, THE. Hackett. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
TRAVELING LADY, THE. Foote. Drama. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
21 
TRIP TO BOUNTIFUL, THE. Foote. Comedy-Drama. 6m. 3w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
"TRIUMPHANT BACHELOR, THE". Davis. Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. North-
'" estern Press. 
TWELVE ANGRY MEN. Sergei. Drama. 15m. Royalty. Dramatic. 
TWELVE ANGRY vVOMEN. Sergei. Drama. 15w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
~10 BLIND MICE. Spewack. Comedy. 14m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
TvVO DATES FOR TO IGHT. McCoy. Comedy. 6m. 8\v. Royalty. Eldridge. 
TIVO GENTLEMEN AND VERONA. Weatherly. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
T\\-0 HAVE DREAMED. Orth. Farce. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
T\:VO MINUTES TO GO. Burdette. Comedy. 8m. 8\v. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
u 
UNGVIDED MISS, THE. Davidson. Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
v 
VAMPffiE BAT, THE. St. Clair. Mystery-Melodrama. 5m. 6w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
VERY SPECIAL BABY, A. Aurthur. Drama. 4m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
VIE\V FROM THE BRIDGE, A. Miller. Drama. 12m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
2-act. 
VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET. Vidal. Comedy. Sm. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
w 
WAIL! G SHADOWS, THE. Willard. Mystery. 7m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
WAKE UP, DARLING. Gottlieb. Comedy. 5m 6w. Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
WAIT FOR MARCY. Du Jardm. Comedy. 10m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
WALLFLOWER. Orr & Denham. Comedy. 8m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
WAR OF THE WORLDS, THE. vVells. (dram. by Duffield) . Drama. 12m. Sw. 
extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 2-act. 
WAYVVARD SAINT, THE. Carroll Satirical Comedy. 7m. 4w. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 
WE SHOOK THE FAMILY TREE. Dolson. (dram. by Sergei). Comedy. 5m. 
7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
WE~E IN THE MONEY. Johnson. Comedy. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
WHAT A LIFE. Goldsmith. Comedy. 9m. 9w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE. Goetz. Fantastic Comedy. 4m. 7w. Royalty. 
French. 
WHEN I WAS GREEN. Le Pelley. Farce-Comedy. 6m. 8w. Royalty. Row-Peter-
son. 
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WHEN LADIES MEET. Crothers. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
WHERE'S GRANDMA? Wayne & Sprague. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Non-Roy. 
Eldridge. 
WHERE'S LAURIE? Arnold. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
WHEREVER SHE MAY ROAM. Graham. Comedy. Sm. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
WHIRLWIND COURTSHIP. Dayton. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
WHITE BANNERS. Douglas. (dram. by Vreeland) . Drama. 6m. 4w. extras. 
Royalty. Longmans. 
WHIZ KIDS, THE. Tobias. Farce. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
WHO WAS THAT LADY I SAW YOU WITH? Krasna. Comedy. 15m. 6w. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
WHO WOULDN'T BE CRAZY. Kavanaugh. Farce. 8m. 8w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
WHOLE TOWN'S TALKING, THE. Emerson & Loos. Farce. Sm. 7w. Royalty. 
Longmans. 
WHOLE TRUTH, THE. Ftsher. Farce. 6m. 6w. Royalty. Heuer. 
WHOLE WORLD OVER, THE. Srmonov. ( transl. by Schnee) . Comedy. 7m. 4w. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 2-act. 
WILLIE'S SECRET WEAPON. Badger. Comedy. 6m. 9w. Royalty. Baker. 
WILLIE'S WEEKEND. MetcaHe. Farce. 4m. 8w. extras. Royalty. Art Craft. 
WISE HAVE SPOKEN, THE. Carroll. Drama. 8m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
WISH ON THE MOON. Martens. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
WOMAN CALLED "X". Corbett. Mystery-Comedy. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
WOMEN, THE. Booth. Comedy. 44w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
WONDER BOY. Knapp. Farce. 6m. 8w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
WONDERFUL ADVENTURES OF DON QUIXOTE, THE. Seiler. Comedy-
Drama. 11m. 8w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
WOODEN DISH, THE. Morris. Drama. 6m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
WORLD OF SHOLOM ALEICHEM, THE. Perl. Drama. 8m. 4w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
WRECKING CREW, THE. Storer. Farce. 4m. 7w. extra. Royalty. Baker. 
y 
YEARS AGO. Gordon. Comedy. 4m. 5w. cat. Royalty. Dramatists. 
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE DRUMS. Pierce. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
YOU CAN'T KISS CAROLINE. Daly. (dram. by Martens). Comedy. 6m. 9w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU. Hart & Kaufman. Comedy. 9m. 7w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE RICH. Provence. Comedy. 6m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
"YOU HEARD ME". Bowie. Farce. 5m. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
YOUNG APRIL. Aurania & Wm. Rouverol. Comedy. 8m. 8w. extras. Royalty. 
French. 
YOUNG ELIZABETH, THE. Jennette & F. Letton. Drama. 16m. 6w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 2-act. 
• 
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ONE-ACT PLAYS 
A 
ACID TEST, THE. Smith. Comedy. 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
ADELINE'S ANTICS. Dyson. Comedy. 5m. 2w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
AFTER THE CHURCH SUPPER. Sterling. Comedy-Satire. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
AFTER THE FOG LIFTS. Hackett. Drama. 5m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
AGE REBELS. Ahrens. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. French. 
AH, THE LADIES! Broomall. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. French. 
AH, MENI Brown. Comedy. 6m. Baker. 
AIR TIGHT ALIBI. Hackett. Thriller. 5m. 1 w. Royalty. Baker. 
ALICE'S BLUE GOWN. Campion. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
ALONG CAME HARRIET. Rose. Farce-Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
AMATEUR HAMLET, AN. Boyd. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
AMAZING ARABELLA, THE. Ashton. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
AMERICAN BLUES. Williams. Royalty. Dramatists. 
MOONY'S KID DON'T CRY. Drama. lm. lw. lch. 
THE DARK ROOM. Tragedy. 2w. lch. 
THE CASE OF THE CRUSHED PETUNIAS Fantasy. 2m. 2w. 
THE LONG STAY CUT SHORT or THE UNSATISFACTORY SUPPER. 
Comedy. lm. 2w. 
TEN BLOCKS ON THE CAMINO REAL. Fantasy. 11m. 3w. extras. 
AMICABLE PARTING. Kaufman & MacGrath. Comedy. lm. lw. dog. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
AMONG US GIRLS. George. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
ANASTASIA (Recognition Scene). Bolton. (dram. by Maurette). Drama. 2w. 
Royalty. French. 
ANCHOR, THE. Speare. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
ANDANTE. Coutts. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
ANDY'S ANTICS. Heath. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
ANGELA'S SURPRISE. Humphrey. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
ANGELS DON'T MARRY AND OTHER ONE-ACT PLAYS. Ryerson & Clements. 
Royalty. French. 
LAST NIGHT. Drama. 2w. 
SUGAR AND SPICE. Comedy. 2m. 3w. 
WRITE ME A LOVE SCENE. Comedy. 2m. 2w. 
HER MAJESTY THE KING. Comedy. 7m. 7w. 
FAREWELL TO LOVE. Drama. lm. lw. 
GALLANT LADY. Drama. 2m. 2w. 
ANGELS DON'T MARRY. Comedy. lm. 2w. 
ANTIC SPRING. Nail. Comedy 3m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
APOLLO OF BELLAC, THE. Giraudoux. Comedy. 9m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
APPLE FOR THE TEACHER, AN. Forst. Comedy. 5m. 9w. Royalty. French. 
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ARIO DA CAPO. Millay. Fantasy. 4m. lw. Royalty. Baker. 
AS PRETTY DOES. Aschmann. Farce. 3m. 6w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
ASK NANCY. Campion. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
AT NIGHT ALL CATS ARE GRAY. Garland. Drama. 3m. lw. Royalty. French. 
ATLANTIC BOOK OF MODERN PLAYS, THE. Leonard. Royalty. Little, 
Brown&Co. 
THE PHILOSOPHER OF BUTTERBIGGENS. Comedy. 2m. lw. lb. 
SPREADING THE NEWS. Comedy. 7m. 3w. 
THE BEGGAR AND THE KING. Melodrama. 3m. 
TIDES. Drama. lm. lw. lb. 
ILE. Drama. 5m. l\v. 
CAMPBELL OF KILMHOR. Melodrama. 5m. 1 w. 
THE SUN. Drama. 2m. lw. 
THE KNAVE OF HEARTS. Comedy. Sm. 2w. 6ch. 
FAME AND THE POE1·. Comedy. 2m. 
THE CAPTAIN OF THE GATE. Drama. 5m. 
GETTYSBURG. Drama. lm. lg. 
LONESOME-LIKE. Comedy. 2m. 2w. 
RIDERS TO THE SEA. Drama. lw. lb. 2g. extras. · 
THE LAND OF HEART'S DESIRE. Melodrama. 2m. 2w. 2ch. 
THE RIDING TO LITHEND. Melodrama. lm. 9w. extras. 
AUGIE EVANS: PRIVATE EYE. Williams. Farce. 2m. 5w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
AUNT MIRANDA'S WILL. Rose. Farce. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
AUTOGRAPH CHASERS, THE. Carlisle. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
B 
BACK OF THE YARDS. Goodman. Drama. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Stage Guild. 
BACKFIRE. Bacon. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
BALCONY SCENE Elser. Drama. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
BARRIER, THE. McGreevey. Drama. 4m. lw. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BATHROOM DOOR, THE. Jennings. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
BATTLE OF THE BUDGET. Martens. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
BE A LITTLE CUCKOOI Reed. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
BEHOLD THE MAN. Tynan. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
BETTER MAN TRAP, A. Kesler. Farce. 2m. 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
BETTY, BEHA VEl Campion. Comedy. 3w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
BEWARE OF TERMITES. Carlisle. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
BEWARE THE BEAR. Crary. Comedy. lm. 7w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
BILLY'S FIRST DATE. Olson. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
BIRTHDAY OF THE INFANTA, THE. Wilde. (dram. by Motter). Drama. 4m. 
4w. extras. Royalty. Longmans. 
BISHOP'S CANDLESTICKS, THE. McKinnel. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
BLUE BEADS. Martens. Drama. lm. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
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BLUE STOCKING. Richter. (dram. by Sergei). Comedy. 2m. 5w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
BLUE TEAPOT, THE. Latham. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BOBBY SOX. Payton. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
BOLT FROM HEAVEN, A. Wheeler. (dram. by Weiss). Drama. 2m. 2w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
BOMB, THE. Badger. Drama. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
BOND BET\VEEN, THE. Barry. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BONEHEAD CASE, THE. Garry. Farce. 5m. 3w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
BOOK, THE. LaForce. Drama. 3w. Non-Roy. Wetmore Decl. Bureau. 
BOTTLED BEAUTY. Vining. Farce. 8w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
BOX AND COX. Morton. Romance. 8m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
BOY COMES HOME, THE. Milne. Comedy. 2m 3w. Royalty. French. 
BRAGGART, THE. Lathrop. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
BRAINS OF THE FAMILY, THE. Clandon. Comedy. 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
BRICK AND THE ROSE, THE. Carlino. 10 actors portray 46 char. of a boy's life. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 
BRIDAL BOUQUET, THE. Spence. Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
BRIDAL CHAMBER. Machard. (transl. by Walewitch). Comedy. 2m 3w. Royal-
ty. Dramatic. 
BRIDAL SHOWER. Bates. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. Baker. 
BRIDEGROOM WAITS, THE. Marijane & Joseph Hayes. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. 
French. 
BRIDGES. Kummer. Comedy. 2m. lw. Royalty. French. 
BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE. Allen. Drama. 4w. Royalty. French. 
BUDDY PAYS THE MORTGAGE. McMullen. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
BUMBO THE CLOWN. G1bson. Fantasy. 2m. lw. lb. Royalty. French. 
BUTCH. MacDonald. Comedy. 2m. 5w. Non-Roy. Northwestern Press. 
BUTTERFLIES AND BALSAM. Knox. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. Longmans. 
"BY THE BEAUTIFUL SEA". Vtning. Farce. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
c 
CABBAGES. Staadt. Cartoon. 3m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
CALEB STONE'S DEATH WATCH. Flavin. Drama. 6m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
"CALL ME MAC". Cox. Drama. 4m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
CAMPUS BRIDES. Ashton. Comedy. 5m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker 
CAPTAIN COMES HOME, THE. Fisher. Melodrama. 2m. 2w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
CARMEN IN A CARELESS MOMENT. Sutton. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. 
Eldridge. 
CARRIE OF THE CARNIVAL. Shuart. Farce. 7m. 3w. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
CASTLE OF MR. SIMPSON, THE. Kirkpatrick. Farce-Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royal-
ty. French. 
CHARGE IT, PLEASE. Knapp. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
\ 
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CHARITY BALL. Birdsall. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
CHARLIE'S PET GHOST. Rose. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
CHENANGO CRONE. Kamarck. Melodrama. 5m. 2w. Royalty. Cornell Univ. 
Press. 
CITY SLICKER AND OUR NELL, THE. Price. ~'old-fashioned mellerdrammer". 
4m. 5w. Non-Roy. Northwestern Press. 
CLARA PAINTS THE TOWN. McCoy. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Eldridge 
CLAW, THE. Sartens. Drama. 4m. lw. Royalty. Dramatic. 
COLLECTOR'S ITEM. Spence. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
COME LIVE IN MY HOUSE. Barry. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
COMEDY OF ERRORS, THE. Shakespeare. (Globe Theatre Version). 11m. 5w. 
Non-Roy. French. 
COMING OF AGE. Kauffmann. Comedy. 3m. lw. Royalty. French. 
COMRADES. Goddard & Morrison. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
CONCERT IN THE PARK. Elser. Drama. 3m. lw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
CORNHUSK DOLL, THE. MacDonald. Drama. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
COULDN'T I KISS YOU GOOD NIGHT? Sergei. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
COUNTING THE CALORIES. McMullen. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
CRACKED ICE. Le Pelley. Fantasy. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
CRACKERBARREL, THE. Bradley. Drama. 3m. Royalty. Art Craft. 
CRAZY TO REDUCE. Sheridan. Comedy. 17w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
CRAZY VIOLET, A. Wallen. Farce. 8w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
CRIPPLED HEART. White. Drama. 4m. 2w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
CRITICAL CASE, A. Curtis. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
CUNNING LUNATIC, THE. Curtis. Comedy. 3w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
CUP OF KINDNESS, A. Mauermann. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
CUP OF TEA, A. Mansfield. (dram. by Sergei). Drama. 2m. 4w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
CUPID ADVERTISES. Bone. Comedy. 4m. 6w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
CUSTER'S LAST SIT. Taylor. Farce. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
CUTE AND PEPPY. Payton. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. Heuer. 
D 
DANCING DOLLS. Goodman. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Stage Guild. 
DARK EYES. Ingalls. Drama. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DARK INTERLUDE. Emery. Drama. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
DARK LIGHT. Dane. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
DARK RIDER. Finch. Fantasy-Drama. 6m. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
DARK WIND. Neuenburg. Drama. lm. 3w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
DATE FOR BOBBY SOX, A. Payton. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
DATE WITH BARBARA, A. Smart. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
DATE WITH THE PROFESSOR, A. Kilbourn. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Dra· 
matic. 
• 
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DATE WITH A THEME, A. Hackett. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DEAR DEPARTED, THE. Houghton. Comedy. 3m. 2w. 1g. Royalty. French. 
DEATH OF THE HIRED MAN, THE. Gould. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
DEBT TO PAY, A. Nagel. Comedy. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
DECISION. Hackett. Comedy. 1m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
DEEP FREEZE. McMullen. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DEVIL AND DANIEL WEBSTER, THE. Benet. Drama. 11m. 1w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatists. 
DEVIL TAKE A WHITTLER. Stone. "Tall Tale,. 6m. 3w. extras. Royalty. 
French. 
DINNER BELL. Bacon. Comedy. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
DINNER WITH THE FOLKS. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. 1m. 2w. 2b. Royalty. 
Baker. 
DISTANCE BETWEEN. Kane. Comedy. lm. lw. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
DISTANT THUNDER. Neuenburg. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
DIVORCE GRANTED. Carmichael. Comedy. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
DO-IT-YOURSELF. Martens. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
DOCTOR FIXIT. Fisher. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
DON'T CALL ME JUNIOR. Bennick. Comedy. 5m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DON'T DARKEN MY DOOR. Githens. Melodrama. 3m. 2w. extras. Non-Roy. 
Eldridge. 
DON'T KISS HER NOW. Olson. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DON'T TELL A SOULI Kaser. Farce. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
DOROTHY DUMB, CENSUS TAKER. Shgh. Comedy. 2m. 6w. Non-Roy 
Eldridge. 
DRESS AFFAffi, A. Hackett. Teenage Comedy. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
DROP DEAD! Braun. Mystery. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
DROP OF A HAT, THE. Berg. Comedy. 9w. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
DUST OF THE ROAD. Goodman. Drama. 3m. lw. Royalty. Stage Guild. 
E 
EASY AS PIE. Asbrand. Comedy. 3m. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
"EH?". Fisher. Comedy. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
EL CRISTO. Larkin. Drama. 4m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
ELIZABETH. Rulen. Drama. 3m. 5w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
ELMER. McNeil. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
ELMER AND THE SOPRANO. McNeil. Comedy. 4m. lOw. Royalty. Baker. 
EMPEROR'S NIGHTINGALE, THE. Totheroh. Fairy Tale. 9m. 3w. Royalty. 
French. 
ENCHANTED ROSE, THE. Lawrence. Comedy. lm. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
ENJOYING POOR HEALTH. Sterling. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
ENTER THE HERO. Helburn. Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. French. 
ETERNAL BRIDE, THE. Seller. Drama. 4m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
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EVERY HUSBAND. Moore. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
EVERYTHING NICE. O'Keeffe. Comedy. 2m. 5w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
F 
FAMILY CAR, THE. Slocumb & Thomas. Comedy-Drama. 3m. 3\v. Royalty. 
Banner. 
FAMILY HEIRLOOM. Williamson. Drama. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
FANCY FREE. Houghton. Fantastic Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
FANNY, THE FISHERMAN'S DAUGHTER. Adams. Melodrama. 4m. 3w. 
extras. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
FARCE OF THE WORTHY MASTER PIERRE PATELIN, THE. Jagendorl. 
Drama. 4m. lw. Royalty. Baker. 
FARMER'S DAUGHTER, THE. OR SALLY AND THE VILLIAN. ~'bite. Old-
Fashioned Melodrama. 3m. 3w Non-Roy. Art Craft. Heuer. 
FATHER LIVES WITH SEVEN WOMEN. Garver. Comedy. 3m. lOw. Non-Roy. 
Eldridge. 
FATHER SAYS NOI Payton. Comedy. 4m 4w. Non-Ray. Heuer. 
FEAR IS A MURDERER. Neuenburg. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
FEUDIN' MOUNTAIN BOYS. Rose. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
FINDERS KEEPERS. Kelly. Drama. lm. 2w. Royalty. French. 
FINE FEATHERS. Ryerson & Clements. Comedy. 7w. extras. Royalty. French. 
FNE IN JUDGMENT. Taylor. Drama. 7m. lw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
FIXERS, INC. Fisher. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
FIXIN'S. Erma & Paul Green. Tragedy. 2m. 1 \V. Royalty. French. 
FLASH OF RED Taggart. Drama-Comedy. lOw. Royalty. French. 
FLATTERING WORD, THE. Kelly. Satire. 2m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
FLIGHT OF THE HERONS, THE. Kennard. Comedy. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Ivan 
Bloom Hardm. 
FLORENCE UNLIMITED. Carmichael. Comedy. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
FLOWER OF YEDDO, A. Mapes. Japanese Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. French 
FLOWERING STAFF, THE. Miller. Drama. 5m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOG. Neuenburg. Drama. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOG ON THE VALLEY. Powers. Drama. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
FOOD FOR FATHER. Valdes. Comedy. 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
FOOTFALLS. Steele. (dram. by Duffield). Comedy. 7m. 4w. exb·as. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
FOR ALL ETERNI'I'Y. Bishop. Fantasy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOR LOVE OF A HOUSE. Gray. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Longmans. 
FOR THE LOVE OF PETE. Gehman. Comedy. 6w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
FOR WOMEN ONLY. McCoy. Farcical Comedy. 12w. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
FOUR FOR THE MONEY. Carmichael. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
FOUR FRIGHTENED SISTERS. Spence. Suspense. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOUR LITTLE WORDS. Finnegan. Comedy. 3m. lOw. Royalty. Baker. 
FOUR ON A HEATH. Fitz-Simmons. Fantasy. 4m. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
• 
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FOXY GRANDMA. Payton. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
FRANKLY SPEAKING. Martens. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
FRENCH TOAST. Payton. Comedy. 2m. 4w. extras. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
FRIENDLY LOAN, A. Crowder. Satire. 3m. lw. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
FROM PARADISE TO BUTTE. Finch. Comedy. 4m. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
FUMED OAK. Co\vard. Unpleasant Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. French. 
G 
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GAME OF CHESS, THE. Goodman. Melodrama. 4m. Royalty. Stage Guild. 
GAMMER GURTON'S NEEDLE. Kamarch. Comedy. 4m. 2w. Royalty. Wis-
consm Idea Theatre. 
GENTLEMAN WALKS OUTSIDE, THE. Yudkoff. Comedy. 3m. 2w. exbas 
Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
GHOST FOR RENT. Rose. Mystery. 3m. 6w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
GHOST OF A FRESHMAN, THE. Camp1on. Farce. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
GHOST OF DISTINCTION, A. Spence. Romantic-Comedy. lm. 5w. Royalty. 
Baker. 
GHOST WORE WHITE, THE. Greth. Comedy. 2m. 6w Non-Roy. Heuer. 
GIRL FROM BRAZIL, THE. Martens. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
GIVEAWAY. Kay. Comedy. 2m. lw. Royalty. Baker. 
GOD AND THE EMPRESS. Fund. Drama. 7w. Royalty. French. 
COIN' ROUND THE HOOP. Jerome. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
GOLDEN LAND, THE. Brenner. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
GOLDEN SLIPPERS. MIZer. Fantasy. lm. 3w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
GONE ABOUT GIRLS. Rose. Comedy. 3m. 5w. on-Roy. Art Craft. 
GOOD NEIGHBORS. Reach. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. French. 
GOODBYE MISS LIZZIE BORDEN. De La Torre, Sinister Play. 4w. lg. Royalty. 
Baker. 
GOSSIP SHOP, THE. \Vilde Comedy. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
GRANDMA FIXES THINGS Bundy. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
GRANDMA PULLS THE STRING. Delano & Carb. Comedy. lm. 5w. Royalty. 
Baker. 
GRASS IS ALWAYS GREENER, THE. Allen. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
GRAY BREAD. Latham. D1ama. 3w. lg. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
GREAT DARK, THE. Tothe1oh. Drama. 6w. Royalty. French. 
GREAT JOAN E, THE. MacDonald. Comedy 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
GREAT SMOKIESt Greth. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
GREAT TEASDALE, THE. Dawson. Comedy-Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
GREEK TO YOU. Hughes. Farce. 2m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
GREENER GRASS, THE. W1gheld. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Northwestern 
Press. 
GRENACHIKA. Young. Comedy. 2m. lw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
GUESS AGAIN, GHOSTI Dtonysian Playwriting Comrmttee. Mystery-Comedy. 
6w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
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H 
HALF HOUR, THE. Helland. Drama. lm. 2w. Royalty. Heuer. 
HALF-PINT WINDOM RIDES WEST. McMahon. Farce. Many girls as desired. 
Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HANDS ACROSS THE SEA. Coward. Comedy. 5m. 4w. Royalty. French. 
HAPPY JOURNEY, THE. Wilder. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
HAPPY MAN, THE. Irwin. Fantastic Comedy. 9m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
HAT SHOP, THE Copley. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
HAUNTED ROOMS. Armstrong. Farce. 8w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR OPERATION? Barry. Farce. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HELLO OUT THERE. Saroyan. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
HERCULES' NIGHT OUT. Payton. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
HIDDEN HEART, THE. F1nch. Drama. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
HIGH WINDOW. Powers. Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
HIGHEST BIDDER GETS A DATE. Smith. Comedy. 4m. 9w. Non-Roy. Ivan 
Bloom Hardin. 
HIGHNESS. Giorlaff. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Longmans. 
HILLBILLY HIGH JINKS. Lovat & Oswalt. Comedy. 2m. 3w. lb. 2g. Non-Roy 
Baker. 
HILLY-BILLY HOUSE. Martens. Farce. 7w. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HIS DAY. Hanson. Comedy. 5m. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
HIS MAMA'S BOY. Phillips. Comedy. 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
HISTORY MAKERS. Henry & Lynch. Radio Plays. American History. Non-Roy 
Row-Peterson. 
THE BOY PATRIOT. 10m. 2w. 
SERGEANT MOLLIE PITCHER. 9m. 3w. 
THE MUTINY OF THE PENNSYLVANIA LINE. 8m. 
REVENGE IS A BOOMERANG. 10m. 6w. 
THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY. 7m. 1w. extras. 
CYRUS THE GREAT. 12m. 5w. 
WRITING WITH ELECTRICI'I'Y. 10m. 2w. 
UNKNOWN. 10m. 2w. 2ch. 
HITCH-HIKER, THE. Fletcher. Drama. 6m. 8w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
HOLD THAT INDIAN. Phillips. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
HOLD THE LINE, PLEASE. Donnergaard. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
HOLD YOUR HORSEPOWER. Martens. Driver Education. 9m. 7w. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
HOLLYWOOD CAN WAIT. Sigal. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HONEST TO GOODNESS. Garver. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
HONEY OF A PEACH. Hale. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Non·Roy. Art Craft. 
HOPE IS THE THING WITH FEATHERS. Harrity. Comedy. 9m. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
HOME LIFE OF A BUFFALO. Harrity. Comedy. 4th. 1w. Royalty. Drama-
tists. 
• 
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GONE TOMORROW. Harrity. 5m. 2w. Comedy. Royalty. Dramatists. 
HOUSE NEXT DOOR, THE. (also called GHOST NEXT DOOR) . Rose. Mys-
tery. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
HOUSE OF THE ATREUS, THE. Crane. Greek Drama. Royalty. Baker. 
AGGAMEMNON. Aeschylus. Sm. 4w. extras. 
ELEKTRA. Sophocles. 3m. 6w. 
HECUBA. Euripides. 7m. 2w. extras. 
HOW TO PROPOSE. Seiler. Farce. 6m. 3w. 2b. 3g. Royalty. Longmans. 
HUNGER. Daniel. Tragedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Northwestern Press. 
HUNGERERS, THE. Saroyan. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
HUSBANDS ARE HUMAN. Lawrence. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HYACINTH HALVEY. Gregory. Drama. 3m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
I 
I LOVE YOU TRULY. Birdsall. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
I SAW THREE SHIPS. Mauermann. Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
I SHALL BE WAITING. Kahn. Drama. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. Northwestern Press. 
I SMELL SMOKE. McMahon. Comedy. 4m. 2w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
I WON'T DANCE! Savage. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
IF BOYS WORE SKIRTS. Martens. Farce. 6m. 7w. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
IF GIRLS ASKED BOYS FOR DATES. Martens. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
IF MEN PLAYED CARD AS WOMEN DO. Kaufman. Comedy. 4m. Royalty. 
French. 
IF WOMEN WORKED AS MEN DO. Goodfellow. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. 
French. 
fLL EAT MY HAT. Vining. Farce. lm. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
fM A FOOL. Anderson. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
IN THE SHADOWS. Rose. Drama. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
IN TRIPLICATE, PLEASE! Pyle. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
INFORMER, THE. O'Flaherty. Drama. 5m. 3w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
INSTINCTS OF A LADY, THE. Kerry. Comedy. llw. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
INTRODUCING DEBBY. Halloway. Comedy. 3m. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
INTRODUCING MOPSY. Blake. Comedy. llw. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
INVITATION TO BREAKFAST. Williams. Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
IT WAS A LOVELY MEETING. Kerr. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. French. 
IT'S A WOMAN'S PRIVILEGE. Allyn. Drama. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
IT'S ONLY MY NERVES. Healy. Farce. 4m. 3w. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
IT'S THE DOCTOR. Skye. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. French. 
J 
JACK POT, THE. Halff. Drama. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
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JACOB COMES HOME. Kozlenko. Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
JERRY BREAKS A DATE. Fisher. Farce. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
JERRY GETS THE FEVER. F1sher. Farce. 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
JEWELLED CROSS, THE. Campbell. Drama. 2m. 4w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
JOE TRACY. Rigney. Drama. 4m. 1 w. Royalty. Baker. 
JOHN DOE. Dryer. Drama. 6m. 1 w. Royalty. Baker. 
JOHNNY AND THE PHANTOM. Halloway. Mystery-Comedy. 5m. 5w. Non-
Roy. Baker. 
JOINT OWNERS IN SPAIN. Brown. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
JOURNEY OF PROMISE. Kozlenko. Drama. 7m. lw. Royalty. Baker. 
"JUDGE NOT". Hovvard. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
JUDY TAKES OVER. MacDonald. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Non-Roy. Northwestern 
Press. 
JULIUS CAESAR. Shakespeare. (Globe Theatre Version). Tragedy. 17m. 3w. 
Non-Roy. French. 
JUNK YARD. Carlmo. Melodrama. 4m. 12\v. Royalty. Dramatists. 
JUST U DERNEATH. Varnum. Drama. 2\v. Royalty. Heuer. 
JUST US GIRLS. Mauermann. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
JUST WOMEN. Clements. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. French. 
JUSTA BUNCHA SPINACH. Ford. Farce. lm. 2w. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
JUNIOR PROM. Wilde. Comedy. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Plays, Inc. 
K 
KEEP YOUR HALO STRAIGHT. Martens. Comedy. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Dra-
matic. 
KID FROM MARS. Greth. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
KIDS \VILL BE KIDS. Rye. Burlesque. llw. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
KINGDOM OF ONE. Hall. Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
KLEPTOMANIAC, THE. Cameron. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. French. 
L 
LADIES ALONE. Ryerson & Clements. Comedy. Royalty. French. 
THE DEVIL ON STILTS. 3w. 
LADIES ALONE. 3w. 
FINE FEATHERS. 8\v. 
MATERIA MEDICA. 7w. 
STAR-STRUCK. 2m. 7w. 
THE TENTH WORLD. lOw. 
NEVER TOO OLD. 4w. 
MISS SYDNEY CARTON. 6w. 
LADIES, BROWNING CIRCLE MEETS. Pierce. Comedy. 12w. Non-Roy. Row-
Peterson. 
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LADIES OF THE MOP. Harris. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
LADY FINGERS. Hughes. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. French. 
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LAMB IN THE WINDOW, THE. Finch. Drama. 6m. 3w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
LAND OF HEART'S DESIRE, THE. Yeats. Drama. 3m. 2w. lch. Royalty. 
French. 
LAST FLIGHT OVER. Lemmon. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LAST OF THE LOWRIES, THE. Greene. ':Vestem Drama. lm. 3w. Royalty. 
French. 
· LATE HOLIDAY. Kahn. Drama. 4w. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
LAUGHING GHOST, THE. Rose. Mystery. 2m. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
LAWYER OF SPRINGFIELD, THE. Gow. Drama. 7m. lw. Royalty. Baker. 
LAYETTE, THE. Osherson. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
LEADER OF THE PEOPLE, THE Ste1nbeck. (dram. by McMahon). Drama. 
3m. 2w. lb. Royalty. Dramatic. 
LEAVE IT TO JOE. Brome. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Northwestern Press. 
LEGEND. Wilde. Drama. 3m. 4w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
LEGEND OF CAMILLE. George. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
LEGEND OF THE LAKE. vVebb. Drama. 2m. 2w. lg. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LEGENDS IN ACTION. McCaslin. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
JOHNNY APPLESEED. American Legend. 6m. 4w. 
CLE\7ER MARYA A D THE CZAR, A. Russtan Legend. 8m. 2w. extras. 
THE COIS OF LIN FOO. Chinese Legend. 6m. lw. 
\VHO LAUGHS LAST? Polish Legend. 4m. 2w. extras. 
TRAVELERS FROM OLYMPUS. Greek Legend. 4m. lw. 
BLUE BONNETS. Indian Legend. 7m. 3w. extras. 
BORROWED TROUBLE. Darush Legend. 4m. lw. 
THE LITTLE SQUffiE OF FLANDERS. French Legend. 6m. 4w. extras. 
CHRISTMAS FIESTA. Mexican Festival. 6m. 2w. extras. 
LET'S !\lAKE UP. Olson. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Dramatists. 
LIFE MASK. Griscom & Waldron. Comedy. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LIFE 0' THE PARTY. Payton. Comedy. 6m. 6w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. Heuer. 
LIFE 'VITH WILLIE. Styza. Comedy. 3m. 3\v. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
LILY. Stephens. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LINE IS BUSY, THE. Gallien & Wilson. Comedy. 4m. 2w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
LISTEN, DAD. Payton. Farce-Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
LITTLE FATHER OF THE WILDERNESS, THE. Strong & Osbourne. Drama. 
6m. 1 w. Royalty. French. 
LITTLE NELL. Nash. Bw·lesque ~1elodrama. 3m. 4w. or 4m. 3w. Non-Roy 
Eldridge. 
LITTLE NUISANCE, THE. Stevens. Comedy. 3m. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE, THE. Crosby. Comedy. 6m. 8w. Non-Roy 
French. 
LITTLE THING LIKE LOVE, A. Willock & Pavlo. Comedy. 3m. 2w. Royalty. 
Baker. 
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LOCKED ROOM, THE. Spence. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
LOOLIE AND OTHER SHORT PLAYS. Conkle. Farce-Comedy. Royalty. 
French. 
LOOLIE. 2m. 
THE OWL AND TWO YOUNG MEN. 2m. 
LACE. 2w. 
P'TATERS IN THE SPRING. 2m. 
MADGE. 3m. 
LITTLE GRANNY GRAVER. 2w. 
"LORNA LOON'S FATE". Sheridan. Burlesque. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
LOST PRINCESS, THE. Totheroh. Fantasy. 8m. 4w. extras. Royalty. French. 
LOTTERY, THE. Jackson. (cham. by Duffield). Drama. 8m. 5w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
LOULABELLE. Styza. Farce. lm. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
LOVE AND ALEXANDER BOTTS. Upson. Comedy. 4m. 2w. l~oyalty. Dra-
matic. 
LOVE AND HOW TO CURE IT. Wilder. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
LOVE AND MISS DODIE. Brenner. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
LOVE CLINIC, THE. Averill. Comedy. 12w. Royalty. Baker. 
LOVE HITS WILBURI Payton. Comedy. 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
LOVE IS LIKE THAT. Ryerson & Clements. Comedy. 3w. Royalty. French. 
LUCKY DAY. Windsor. Comedy. llw. on-Roy. Dramatic. 
M 
MADAME BUTTERFLY. Long. (dram. by Phelps). Tragedy. 3m. 3w. voice. 
Royalty. Wetmore Decl. Bureau. 
MAID GOES FORTH TO WAR, A. McCune. Drama. 4w. Royalty. French. 
MAIDEN'S PRAYER, A. Finch. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
MAKE ROOM FOR RODNEY. Holbrook. Comedy. 3m. 3w. 2ch. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
MAKER OF DREAMS, THE. Down. Fantasy. 2m. lw. Royalty. French. 
MANIKIN AND MINIKIN. Kreymborg. Bisque Play. lm. lw. Royalty. French. 
MARRIAGE PROPOSAL, A. Tchekoff. Comedy. 2m. lw. Non-Roy. French. 
MARY WAS 'T HERE. Phillips. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
MELODRAMAS FOR MADAME. Simon. Non-Roy. French. 
WOMEN'S WARD. Prison Drama. lm. 5w. 
GIRLS IN WHITE. Hospital Drama. 6w. 
THE ROAD TO GLORY. Hollywood Tragedy. 3w. 
DOMESTIC TIE-UP. Matrimonial Adventure. 4w. 
ENTRE ACT. Backstage Drama. 4w. 
WISH YOU WERE HERE. Adventure. 6m. 2w. 
SANITARIUM. Insane Asylum Drama. 5w. 
BLONDE BRIGADE. Drama. 5w. 
TWO AGAINST THE GODS. Melodrama. 3w. 
MEMORY OF TWO MONDAYS, A. Miller. Drama. 12m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
t 
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MEN FOLK. Ryerson & Clements. Tragedy. 3w. Royalty. French. 
MERRY WIVES OF BOREDOM. Simon. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. French. 
MESSAGE FROM JOHN, A. Spence. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
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MESSAGE FROM KHUFU. Cottrnan & Shaw. Drama. 4m. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
MIDDLE OF NOWHERE. Brenner. Mystery-Comedy. Sw. Royalty. Baker. 
MIDNIGHT CALLER, THE. Foote. Drama. 2m. Sw. Royalty. Dramatists. 
MIDSUMMER'S NIGHT DREAM, A. Shakespeare. (Globe Theatre Version). 
Comedy. 12m. Sw. Non-Roy. French. 
MILLIE, THE BEAUTIFUL WORKING GIRL. Tyson. Melodrama. 3m. 3w. 
Royalty. Baker. 
MIND OVER MUMPS. Williams. Farce. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
MIND-SET. Young. Fantasy. 3m. 2w. Narrator. Royalty. Ro\v-Peterson. 
MING THING, THE. McMahon. Farce. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
lv1INOR MIRACE. Powers. Drama. 4m. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
MIRAGE. Morrison. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
MISS HARPER'S BIRTHDAY. Philhps. Comedy-Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
MISS SENIOR HIGH. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. Sm. 7w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
MISTER VINCENT. Bee. Comedy. 2m 4w. Royalty Row-Peterson. 
MISTRESS MINX. Haynes. ffistorical Drama. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
MOONCALF MUGFORD. Duffield, Helen & Nolan Leary. Drama. 2m. 3w. Roy-
alty. Dramatic. 
MOONSHINE. Hopkins. Hillbilly Drama. 2m. Royalty. French. 
MORE LEGENDS IN ACTION. McCaslin. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
PAUL BUNYAN: LUMBERJACK. North Amencan Legend. 5m. lg. extras. 
THE BAILIFF'S WONDERFUL COAT. Swedish Legend. Sm. Sw. extras. 
THE TINKER OF TOLEDO. Spanish Legend. Sm. 3w. 
HUMAI'S SECRET. Persian Legend. 7m. 3w. extras. 
MAELDUIN OF ARRAN. Irish Legend. 12m. 3w. extras. 
THE LAZY ONES. South American Legend. Sm. 3w. 4ch. 
THE CHRISTMAS LAMB. Legend of the Dolorrute Valleys. Sm. 1w. 6ch. 
THREE MEALS A DAY. Dutch Legend. 7m. 3w. 
WISELY CHOSEN. Norse Legend. 2m. 2w. 
A GIFT OF MUSIC. South American Legend. 8m. 4w. extras. 
MORE PERFECT UNION. Weiss. Drama. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MR. SAMPSON. Lee. Comedy. 1m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
MRS. PARK.ER,S PORTRAIT. Coolidge. Drama. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
MUSHROOMS COMING UP. Boyd. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
MY AUNT AGATHA. Brenner. Mystery-Comedy. Sw. Royalty. Baker. 
MY BROTHER CHARLEY. Allan. Drama. 1m. 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
MY BUS IS ALWAYS LATE. Biblin. Comedy. Sm. 3w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MY COUSIN FROM SWEDEN. Kavanaugh. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
MY HERO. Morrison. Farce. Sm. 3w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
MY LADY DREAMS. Pillot. Comedy. 4w. 2g. Royalty. French. 
MY LADY'S LACE. Knoblock. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
MY LAST DUCHESS. Bannerman. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MY WIFE, HENRY. Clark. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
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MYSTERY OF THE LOCKED ROOM, THE. Rose. Mystery. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. 
Art Craft. 
MYSTERY OF MOULDY MANOR. Westgate. Farce. 5m. 5w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
1\1YSTERY OF THE SILVER-BACKED HAIRBRUSH, THE. Crane. Mystery. 6m. 
3w. Royalty. Baker. 
N 
NAUTICAL APPROACH, THE. Barry. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
NEVER TRUST A MAN. Martens. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
NEVERTHELESS. Walker. Drama. 3m. 2b. Ig. Royalty. French. 
NEW CAR Clandon Comedy. 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
NEW ENGLAND NUN, A. Freeman. (dram. by Sergei). Drama. lm. 4w. Roy-
alty Dramatic. 
NEW LOOK, THE. Hackett. Comedy. 3m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
NEXT OF KIN. Hackett. Satire. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
NIGHT IN ... , A. Murrat. Farce. 3m. 3w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
~ IGHT I THE COUNTRY, A. Smith & F1nch. Comedy. 6m. 3w. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
NINE DAYS' QUEEN, THE. Field. Historical Fantasy. 5m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
NO 'COUNT BOY, THE. Green. Comedy. lm. 2w. lb. Royalty. French. 
NO GREATER LOVE. F1sher. Drama. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
NO PLACE LIKE HOME. Boyd. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
NOBODY KNOWS. Haeley. Drama. 3m. Royalty. Baker. 
NOBODY LOVES A FAT BOY. Martens. Comedy. 4m. lw. 3g. extras. Royalty. 
Baker. 
NOBODY SLEEPS. Le Pelley. Comedy. lm. 4w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
NOVEL EVENT. Winthrop. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
0 
OH, BABY! Rose. Comedy. 2m 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
OIL WELLS A D WEDDING BELLS. Tedlock. Farce. 5m. 3w. Non-Roy. 
Eldr1dge. 
"OLD GRAY MARE AIN'T, THE". Cox & Boyd. Comedy. Royalty. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
OLD LADY SHOWS HER MEDALS, THE. Barrie. Drama. 2m. 4w. Royalty. 
French. 
OLD LOVE LETTERS. Howard. Melodrama. lm. 2w. Royalty. French. 
OLD SCHOOL BELL, THE. Snyder. Comedy. 7m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
ON STAGE TONIGHT. Keeney. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
ONCE AN ACTOR. Comedy. 4m. 2w. 
OLD SKINFLINT. Office Comedy. 3m. 2w. 
MAJOR MILLIRON REPORTS. War Drama. 5m. 
PITY THE POOR FISH. Social Comedy. 3m. 3w. 
ON YOUR OWN FEET. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. Sm. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
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ONCE IN A BLUE rvtOON. Martens. Comedy. Sm. 4w. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
O~CE UPON A PROM NIGHT. Van De Verg Comedy. 9w,. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
O~CE UPON A TIME. Floyd. Burlesque Fairy Tale. Sm. 8w. extras. Royalty. 
Baker. 
ON THE AIR. Reed Comedy. Sw. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
ONE ACT PLAYS FOR WOMEN. Edited by Sanford. Dodd, Mead, & Co. 
LADY OF DREAMS. vVilde. Comedy. lm. 1 \V. Royalty. 
THE LAST FRONTIER. Ro,vell. Comedy. 6\v. Royalty. 
THE DEATH OF ANULIS. Ruthenburg. Fantasy. 7w. Royalty. 
· THE SCREEN. Emerson. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. 
THE CLOCK. Comeau. Fantasy. 6w exb.as. Royalty. 
JUST BABIES. Vinton. Comedy 6w. Royalty. 
CULTURE Strong Farce. 14,v. Royalty. 
SUSAN SHOULD l\1ARRY. Barton. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. 
ALL'S VANITY. Holbrook. Comedy. 2w. 1 on-Roy. 
KID GLOVES. Holbrook. Comedy. 7w. Royalty. 
THE SIEGE Clements. Drama. 3w Royalty. 
LETTERS. Ryerson & Clements. Comedy. 3\v. Royalty. 
RETIRED. Comeau. Comedy. 3\v. Royalty. 
ONE HAPPY FAMILY. Styza. Farce. lm. lw. 3b Ton-Roy. Heuer. 
ONE HOUR OF GRAYCE \\·hidding. Comedy. 2m. 5\v Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
ONE LOVE HAD MARY Calitri. Htstorical Drama. 7'v Royalty. Baker. 
ONE OF THOSE DAYS. Cameron. Comedy 8w. Royalty. French. 
ONE RED ROSE SISter Mary Olive O'Connell. Drama. 6w. lm. extras. Royalty. 
Longmans. 
OPENED BY MISTAKE. Seller. Comedy. 3m. 4\v. Royalty. Baker. 
OPENING ~IGHT Skinner. (dram. by Fernand) Comedy. lm. lOw. Royalty. 
Dramab.c. 
'OP-o'-ME-THUMB Fenn & Pryce. Fantasy. lm. Sw. Royalty. French. 
OPPORTUNITY UNLIMITED Hackett. Drama. Sm 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
OUR DEAREST POSSESSION. !\1tddlemass. Drama 6w Royalty. Longmans. 
OUR MINISTER'S BRIDE. Watson. Comedy. 8\v. Royalty. French. 
OVER THE TEACUPS. \Vilde. Serious Comedy. 4w. Royalty. Baker 
p 
PAGE OF DESTINY, A. Lathrop. Comedy 3m. Sw. Royalty. Baker. 
PAJAMA PARTY. Martens Comedy. IO'v 1 on-Roy. Dramatic. 
PARDON MY ANCESTORS! Rose Comedy. 3m. 6w Non-Roy. Heuer. 
PATTERNS Martens. Drama. 2m 2w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
PATTERSON DINNER, THE. St. Clair. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Northwestern 
Press. 
PAUL THOMPSON FOREVER Gorelik. Fantasy 2m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
PEGGY'S ON THE PHONE. Clapp Comedy. 4\v Non-Roy Dramatic. 
PEPPING UP THE P.T A. Tavey Comedy. lOw. Non-Roy. Baker. 
PERMANENT. Reach. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. French. 
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PETAL IN THE DUST. McCoy. Drama. 2m. 4w. extras. Royalty. Eldridge. 
PETTICOAT HANDICAP. Westgate. Comedy. 2m. 4w. extras. Royalty. Eldridge. 
PETTICOATS. Holbtook. Comedy. 6w. Royalty. Longmans. 
PHANTOM POSTMAN, THE. Ashton. Mystery. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
PHYSICAL THREAT, THE. Brenner. Comedy. 7m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
PINCH ME. Scott. Comedy. 2m. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
PINK AND PATCHES. Bland. Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. French. 
PINK DRESS, THE. Elser. Drama 2m. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
PINK GIRL Channley Comedy-Drama. 2m. 7w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
PINNACLE euenberg Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
PLAYGOERS. Pinero. Domestic Eptsode. 2m. 6w. Royalty. French. 
PLAYS FOR PLAYERS AND PLAY PRODUCTION GUIDE. Lewis. Royalty. 
Ro,v-Peterson 
HOLD ONTO YOUR HAT. Righter. Comedy-Drama. 8w. 
HOUR OF HONOR . Joy. Urban Drama. 2m. 3w. 
INFANTA. Wilde. Tragedy. 2m. 3w. 
LAWYER LINCOLN. Smith & Webb. Historical Comedy. 4m. 5w. 
LEPRECHAUN, THE. Purkey. Fantasy. 3m. lw. 
MIRACLE OF THE MADONNA. St. Clair. Christmas Drama. Players & 
Stngers. 
0 E THAT GOT AWAY, THE. Vining. Comedy. 3m. 5w. 
PROOF OF A MA . Love. Tragedy. 4m. 
SEEKERS, THE. Greene Allegory. 8m. 
SHOEMAKER'S WIFE, THE. Thompson. Farce. 2m. lw. 
SPEED, BONNIE BOAT. Wallace. Comedy. 4m. 
STEPS FROM BEYOND. Gould. Melodrama. 4m. 2w. 
SUNSTROKE. Kuehl. Farce. 2m. 6w. 
THREE ON A BENCH. Estrada. Comedy. 2m. 2w. 
UNTO THY DOORS. Coyle. Choric Drama. 5m. 3w. 
WHITE DOVE, THE. Robinson. Tragedy. 3m. 2w. 
WALL, THE. Powers. Poetic Drama. 5m. 2w. 
PLAYS OF BELLES AND BEAUX. Price. French. 
THE PHANTOM FIDDLER. Comedy-Drama. Starring "Beau Bn1mmel". 
7m. 2\v. 
THE PIRATE AND THE LADY. Comedy-Drama. Starring "Jean Lafitte". 
3m. 3w. 
THE MULBERRY GOWN. Comedy. Starring ((Dolly Madison". 2m. 6w. 
SHINING ARMOUR. Drama. Starring "Joan of Arc". extras. 
THE GOLDEN STAIR. Comedy-Drama. Starring "Mozart". 2m. 5w. 
GIFT FROM HEAVEN. Comedy-Drama. Starring "Jenny Linn". 4m. 4w. 
THE DARK ROAD. Drama. Starring <'Marie Antoinette". 2m. 2w. extras. 
PLUM TREE, THE. Chase. (dram. by McMahon & Sergei). Drama. 7w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
POOR AUBREY. Kelly. Domestic Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. French. 
PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMEN IN SLIPPERS. Milne. Fairy Tale. 3m. lw. Roy-
alty. French. 
f 
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PORTRAIT OF NELSON HOLIDAY, JR., A. Nail. Drama. 5m. 5w. Royalty. 
French. 
POUND OF PREVENTION, A. Atwell & Virden. Comedy. 12w. Non-Roy. Dra-
matic. 
POWERS THAT BE, THE. Sara & E. McCarty. Farce. 6w. Non-Roy. Row-Peter-
son. 
POW WOW. Martens. Teenage Comedy. 2m. 3w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
PRAffiiE WIFE. Bundy. Drama. 4m. 2w. Royalty. Eldridge. 
PRIVATE EYE. Payton. Farce. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
· PRODIGAL MOTHER, THE. Blazer. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
PUBLICITY ON THE FIFTEENTH. McMahon. Farce. lm. 4w. Non-Roy. Eld-
ridge. 
PURPLE DOORKNOB, THE. Eaton. Comedy. 3w. Royalty. French. 
R 
RAISIN' THE DEVIL. Card. Drama. 3m. 1 w. Royalty. Cornell University Press. 
RED CARNATIONS. Hughes. Comedy. 2m. lw. Royalty. French. 
RED DRESS, THE. Campbell. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
RED VEL VET GOAT, THE. Niggli. Mexican Folk Play. 4m. 5w. extras. Royalty. 
French. 
RELUCTANT BRIDEGROOM. Bums. Comedy. Sm. Non-Roy. Dramatists. 
REUNION. Barbee. Drama. 4m. Non-Roy. Northwestern Press. 
REVOLT OF MOTHER, THE. Freeman. (dram. by Sergei). Comedy. 3m. 3w. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
RIDICULOUS AND SUBLIME. Jacobson. Comedy. 2m. 3\v. Royalty. Baker. 
RING-AROUND-THE-ROSIE. Bums. Comedy. 6m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
RISING OF THE MOON, THE. Lady Gregory. Irish Folk Play. 4m. Royalty. 
French. 
ROAD THAT LED TO LONDON, THE. Scott. Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
ROCK DUST. Sumner. Drama. 5m. 2w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
ROCKING CHAlliS AND OTHER COMEDIES. Kreymborg. Royalty. French. 
ROCKING CHAIRS. 3w. 
HELPLESS HERBERTS. lm. lw 
AD\7ERBS. 3char. 
TRAP DOORS. 7m. lw. extras 
NOT TOO FAR FROM THE ANGELS. 3m. 5w. 
ROMAN KID, THE. Galhco. (dram. by Sergei ) . Comedy. 4m. 2w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
ROMANCE FOR DAD. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. lm. 3w. 4ch. Royalty. Baker. 
ROMANTIC CONSPIRACY. Keir. Comedy. lm. llw. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
ROMEO AND JULIET. Shakespeare. (Globe Theatre Version). Tragedy. 16m. 
4w. Non-Roy. French. 
ROOF, THE. Brenner. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
ROOM UPSTAIRS, THE. Ramsey. Drama. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Northwestern 
Press. 
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ROSCOE, THE ROBOT. ~1artens Comedy. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
ROSE GARDEN, THE Stacey Comedy. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
ROUGE ATOMIQUE Nash. Drama-Fantasy. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
ROUGHLY SPEAKING. Sm1ley. Comedy. 6m. 5w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
RUFFLES AND ROLLER SKATES. Meyer. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
s 
ST. ANNE AND THE GOUTY RECTOR AND OTHER PLAYS. Gheon & 
Brochet Rovalty. Longmans. 
ST. AN E AND THE GOUTY RECTOR. Miracle Play. 5m. 6w. 
THE GARDEl\:ER \VI-10 \VAS AFRAID OF DEATH. Tragedy. 3m. 
SAUSAGE :t\1AKER'S INTERLUDE, THE. Sabre 8m. 2w . 
THE POOR ~IA vVHO DIED BECAUSE HE vVORE GLOVES. Tragedy. 
3m. 
PARADE AT THE DEVIL'S BRIDGE. Comedy. 4m. lw. 
CHRISTMAS AT THE CROSSROADS. NatiVIt) play. 3m. 4w. 
ST. FELIX AND HIS POTATOES. Comedy. 3m. 
SALT FOR SAVOR vVilde Comedy. 5m. 2b. Royalty. Baker. 
SANDALS AND GOLDE!\ HEELS Finster\vald. Fantasy lm. 2w. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
SAVED Rogers. Drama. 6\v. Royalty. French. 
SAY U .~. 1CLE. Payton Comedy. 3m. 4\v. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
SCHOOL BUSS RO!v1ANCE. McMahon. Comedy. 3m. 3w. extras. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
SEARCH FOR vVILDCAT :tvlcGILLICUDDY, THE. Ma1tens. Comedy. 5m. 
5w extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
SECOND GUEST, THE Beresford & Seale. Drama. 2m. Royalty. Baker. 
SECRET, THE Neuenburg. Drama. 5w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
SEEDS OF SUSPICION. Sayer. (dram. by McGreevey). Drama. 4m. 4w. 
Royalty. Dramabc. 
SEEING DOUBLE. Callahan. Comedy. 5m. 4v,r. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
SENIOR FREEDO:t\tL Latham. Drama. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SHE-SICKKESS. Carmichael Comedy 2m. 2\v. Royalty. Baker. 
SHE'S A EAT JOB. Strum Comedy. 7m. 5w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
SHOCK OF HIS LIFE. Pa) ton Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
SHY CHARLIE. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. 2m. 4\v. Royalty. Baker. 
SILVER VvEDDING. Sankey. Comedy. 5m 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SISTERS' TRAGEDY, THE. Hughes. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN. Barry. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
SIX LADIES IN VVAITING. Spencer. Farce. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
SKY-FODDER. Reynolds. Drama. 3m. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SLEEP, BABY, SLEEP. Crane. Farce. 3m. 2\v. Royalty. Baker. 
SMALL-TOWN GIRL. Hughes. Farce. 3m 2\v. Royalty. Baker. 
SMART ENOUGH TO BE DUl\IB. Clapp. Comedy. 2m. 4\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic 
SMOKESCREEN. Kasper Drama. lm. 2\v. Royalty. Dramatic 
• 
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SO THE JURY \VAS HUNG Farce 2m. 12\v. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
SOD. Hunter. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. North\vestem Press. 
SORRO\V'S DELIGHT. Conroy. Fantasy-Comedy. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Eldndge. 
SORRY, vVRONG NUMBER. Fletcher. Suspense Drama 6m. 9w. Royalty. Dra-
matists. 
SPARKIN'. Conkle Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. French 
SPARKLI~G LUCIA. Crandell. Comedy. 4\v. Non-Roy. French. 
SPEC! ~L GUEST. Elser. Drama. 3m. 2w Royalty. Ro\v-Peterson. 
SPREADI!\G THE NE\\1S Lady Gregory Comedy. 7m. 3\v. Royalty. French. 
SPRIKG FE\7ER Stanford Royalty. French. 
SPRI1 G FE\1ER. Comedy. 2m. 5\v. 
MOR TING 1IOOD Comedy. Sm. 4\v 
SYRIKGA POLICEIYIAN. Comedy. 4m. 3\v. 
Pl..TZZLE, THE. Drama. 2m. 3\v. 
SPRI~G FORMAL. Styza. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
STAGE STRICKEN. Crane. Comedy. 7m. 2w. Royalty. Baker 
STAR BABY-SITTER. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
STAR PLAYER. Martens. Comedy. 9\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
STAR STRUCK. Ryerson & Clements. Comedy. 7w. extras. Non-Roy. French. 
STAR TROUBLE. Hays. Comedy 7\v. Non-Roy. Baker. 
STATIC. Fisher & Munson. Comedy. 2m. 4\v. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
STEP LIVELY, PLEASE. l\.1artens Comedy. 3m 4\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
STEPMOTHER, THE. Milne Comedy. 3m 4w Non-Roy. French. 
STICK HAPPY Hanson. Comedy 6m. 2\v on-Roy. Baker. 
STONEY'S BRIDES. Payton. Comedy 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
STOOD UP. Dean Comedy. 4m 4w. Non-Roy Dramatic. 
STORM, THE. Payton. Drama. 2m. 3w Royalty Art Craft. 
STRANGE ROAD, THE. Houston. D1ama. lm. 3w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
STRANGE VICTORY. Neuenburg. Drama. 3w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
STRICTLY FEMININE. Nagel. Drama. Royalty. Baker. 
PROUD IS THE HEART. 5w. 
BRIGHT IS TOMORRO\V. 5w. 
MOTHER PART, THE. 6w 
11IRACLE FOR THREE 6\v. 
DARK CORNER, THE. 6\v. 
STRONGER SEX, THE. Seiler. Farce. 3m. 2w. voice. Royalty. Dramatists. 
STRONGEST, THE. Boyd Drama. 3m. 6w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
STUFFED SHIRT, THE. Martens. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
SUBMERGED. Cottrnan & Shaw. Tragedy 6m. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SUGAR AND SPITE. Martens. Comedy-Drama. 17w. Royalty. Baker. 
SUMMER COMES TO THE DIAMOND 0. Finch. Comedy. 8m. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
SUMMONS OF SARIEL, THE. Kess1e. Drama. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
SUNDAY COSTS FIVE PESOS. N1ggle. Mexican Comedy. lm. 4w. Royalty. 
French. 
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SUNDAY'S CHILD Welch. Comedy. 3m. 3w. choir. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SUNNY MORNING. Serafin & Joaquin Quintero. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. 
French. 
SURE AS YOU'RE BOR . Payton. Comedy. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
SURPRISE PARTY. Hughes Comedy. 2m. 5w. Royalty. French. 
SUSIE WAS A VAMPIRE. Neuenburg. Comedy. 2m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
SWEET? SIXTEEN. Greth Comedy. lm. lb. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
T 
TAKE A LETTER Clites Comedy. lm. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
TAKE THIS MA . Jaynes. Drama. 4m. lw. Royalty. Eldridge. 
TALE OF A SHIRT Joseph Comedy. 8w. on-Roy. French. 
TAML G OF THE SHREW, THE. Shakespeare. (Globe Theatre Version). 
Comedy 15m. 2w 1 on-Roy. French. 
TA GLED \VEB, THE Stevens. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Longmans. 
TELEPHO_ E ROULETTE. Fmney. Comedy. lm. 2w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
TELL DORIE _·oTTO CRY. Le Pelley. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
TELL IT TO TOMMY. Derrington. Farce. 5m. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
TEMPEST, THE. Shakespeare. (Globe Theatre Version). Comedy. 15m. 5w. 
Non-Roy. French 
TEN 0 ·E ACT PLAYS Gerstenberg. Royalty. Longmans. 
HE SAID AND SHE SAID Comedy. lm. 3w. 
OVERTO ES. D1ama. 4w. 
THE UNSEE . Farce lm. 2w. 
THE BUFFER. Drama. 2m. 3w. lch. 
ATTU_ TED Tragedy. lw. 
THE POT BOILER. Sabre 5m. 2w. 
HEARTS. Drama. 4w. 
BEYOND Drama. l\v. 
FOURTEEN. Sabre. 3w. 
THE ILLU I ATI IN DRAMA LIBRE. lm. lw. 
THANK YOU DOCTOR. Emery Melodramatic-Farce. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Long-
mans. 
THERE CO~IES A TIME. MacDonald. Comedy. 4m. 5w. Non-Roy. North-
western Press. 
THEY CA~NOT RETURN Boyd. Drama 2m. 4w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
THEY TRIED HIM WITH PIE Carlisle. Comedy. lm. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
THIN ICE vValters Comedy 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
THIRTY-ONE Zubryn. M)stery-Drama. 3m. lw. Royalty. Eldridge. 
THOSE MONDAY BLUES. Martens. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
THREE PILLS IN A BOTTLE. Field. Fantasy. 5m. 3w. Royalty French. 
THREE'S A CROWD Sara & E. McCarty. Comedy. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. Row-
Peterson. 
THUNDERHEAD Sumner. Drama. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Art Craft. 
THURSDAY EVENING. Morley. Comedy. lm. 3w. Royalty. Longmans. 
• 
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THURSDAYS-AT HOME. Barry. Farce .. 9\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
TICONDEROGA. Kamarck. D1ama. 7m. lw. Royalty. Wisconsin Idea Theatre. 
TOAST AND TEA. Larrimore. Comedy. Bm. Non-Roy. Baker. 
TOMMY IN THE DARK. Carlton. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
TOMMY'S GROWING PAINS. Bartonek. Comedy. 2m. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
TOO MANY MARYS. Campion. Comedy. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
TRAIN FOR SHERWOOD. Mansur. Suspense Comedy. 5m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
TRIFLES. Glaspell. Comedy. 3m. 2\v. Royalty. Baker. 
TROUBLE WITH MOTHERS, THE. Keir. Comedy. 12\v. on-Roy Dramatic. 
TRUE IN HEART, THE. Fisher. Drama. 5m. 2w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
T'VELFTH NIGHT. Shakespeare. (Globe Theatre Version). Comedy. 14m. 3w. 
Non-Roy. French. 
TWELVE O'CLOCK MURDER. Rose Mystery. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
T\VELVE-POU D LOOK, THE Barrie Drama. 2m 2w. Royalty. French. 
27 WAGONS FULL OF COTTON AND OTHER PLAYS Williams Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
27 WAGONS FULL OF COTTON. Comedy. 2m. lw. 
PURIFICATION, THE. Drama 9m. 6w. 
LADY OF LARKSPUR LOTION, THE. Drama. lm. 2w . 
• 
LAST OF MY SOLID GOLD WATCHES, THE. Drama. 3m. 
PORTRAIT OF A MADO A. Tragedy. 4m. 2w. 
AUTO-DA-FE. Tragedy. lm. l\v. 
LORD BYRO 'S LOVE LETTER Drama. lm. 3w. 
STRA GEST KI D OF ROMANCE, THE. Lyric Play. 3m. lw. cat. 
LONG GOODBYE, THE. Drama. 6m. 3w. 
HELLO FROM BERTHA. Drama. 4w 
THIS PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED. Drama. lm. lw 
TALK TO ME LIKE THE RAIN AND LET ME LISTEN. Drama. lm. lw . 
• VOICe. 
SOMETHING UNSPOKEN Drama. 2w. 
TWENTY SHORT PLAYS ON A ROYALTY HOLIDAY. Edited by Mayorga. 
French 
FLAG STOP. Bach. Comedy. 4m. 2w 
RENDEZVOUS-AMERICAN STYLE. Van Deusen. Comedy. 2m. 2w. 
SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE HALFvVAY HOUSE Johnson Fantasy. 4m. 
DO 'T FEED THE ANIMALS \Vellington. Comedy. 4m. 5w. 
MAL TRELOARE. Dransfield. Corrush Dialogue. 2m. 2w. 
LITTLE DARLING. Oliver. Comedy. 2m. 4w. 
A KING SHALL REIGN! Wefer. Chnstmas Play. 3m. 4w extras 
UTTER RELAXATION Gnscom. Comedy. 3m. 3w. 
THE MIRACLE OF TONY ASSISI. Stone Drama. 8m. 2w. 
WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM. Comedy. 3m. 3w. 
BAYOU HARLIQUINADE. Smith & \Vhite. Comedy. 2m. lw. 
THE CLOAK OF EVIL Jones. Drama. 5m. 2\v. 
FREDERICK. Tallman Comedy. 5m. 3w. 
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THE RING Baker. Comedy. 3m. 3w. 
MARY FINDS A MO fHER. Drama. 3m. 3w. 
LACQUER AND JADE. Chinese Drama. 9m. 
RIGHT ABOUT FACE. Van Deusen. Comedy. 3m. 4w. 
FUN AFTER SUPPER Smith. Comedy. 2m. 3w. 
PLAY BALL! Barry. Comedy. 3m. 2w. 
CHICO Gibbs. Western. 5m. lw. 
T\VILIGHT SAI~T, THE. Young. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
T\VO BOUQUETS. Gutterson. (dram. by Kester). Drama. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
TWO CROOKS A~D A LADY. Pillot. Drama. 3m. 3w. Royalty. French. 
TRAIL OF LIFE, THE. Buckman. Fantasy. 14char. Royalty. Wisconsin Idea 
Theatre. 
u 
UNCLE TOM'S CRABBIN'. Payton. Farce. 5m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
UNDERTONES Hoffman Comedy. 4m. Royalty. French. 
UNDERTOW Weatherly Drama 9w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
U. INVITED GHOST. Greth. Mystery. 4m. 7w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
USED CAR FOR SALE. Carhno. Comedy. 3m. 12w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
v 
VALIA~T, THE. Hall & Middlemass. Drama. 5m. lw. Royalty. Longmans. 
VANITY TAKES A RIDE. McGo\vn Comedy. 2m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
VISITING CELEBRITY. Crane. Farce. 7w. voices. Royalty. Baker. 
VOICE FROM NOWHERE, THE. McCoy. Comedy-Drama 5w Non-Roy. Row-
Peterson. 
w 
WAPPIN' WHART. Brooks. (dram. by Mansur). Comedy. 6m. 2w. Royalty. 
Baker. 
WAY STATION. Duncan Drama. 3m. lw. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
WAY THE BALL BOUNCES, THE. Hackett. Teenage Play. 3m. 4w. Royalty. 
Baker. 
WEATHER OR NO Draheim. Comedy. 3m. 2w. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH TV? Martens. Comedy. 5m. Bw. voices. Royalty. 
Baker. 
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE GIRLS? Seiler. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Royalty. 
Dramatists. 
WHEAT FIRE. Duthie. Drama. 2m. 2w. Non-Roy. Northwestern Press. 
WHERE BUT IN AMERICA. Wolff. Comedy. lm. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
WHERE'S JULIE? Kelsey Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
WHICH IS THE WAY TO BOSTON? Lorenzen. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
, 
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'VHITE DRESSES. Green. Drama. 2m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
'VHO WILL REMEMBER? Kennedy. Serious Play. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
\VHODUNIT? Martens. Farce. 8m. 5\v. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
45 
WHO'S THAT KNOCKING ON MY DOOR? Martens. Comedy. 6m. 3w. Roy .. 
alty. Baker. 
\VILBUR FACES FACTS. Payton. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
'VILBUR FACES LIFE. Payton. Comedy. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
WILBUR MINDS THE BABY. Payton. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
WILBUR SAW IT FIRST. Payton. Farce. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
vVILBUR TAKES HIS MEDICINE. Payton. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. Art 
Craft. 
\VILBUR'S HONEY BEA. Payton. Farce. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
vVILBUR'S WILD NIGHT. Payton. Farce. 4m. 4w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
'VILLY VELVET, HOMICIDE DETECTIVE. Wimberly. Farce. 5m. 7w. Non-
Roy. Dramatic. 
WINSLOW GIRL, THE. Lathrop. Comedy. 2m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
WITCH HAZEL. Martens. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
\VOMAN'S PAGE (UNCENSORED). Fisher. Comedy. 9w. Non-Roy Ivan 
Bloom Hardin. 
\VONDER HAT, THE. Goodman & Hecht. Harliqninade 3m. 2w. Royalty. 
French. 
WORKHOUSE WARD, THE. Lady Gregory. Irish Folk Play. 2m. lw Royalty. 
French. 
WORLDS APART. Cooper. Fantasy. 5m. lb. Non-Roy. Eldndge. 
'VURZEL-FLUMMERY. Milne. Comedy. 3m. 2w. Royalty. F1ench. 
y 
YESTERDAY'S RETURN. McCoy. Mystery. Royalty. Eldridge 
YOU TOO CAN BE CHARMING. Young. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
YOUNG AS YOU LOOK. Seller. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Royalty Baker. 
YOUNG LADY OF PROPERTY, A. Foote. Royalty. Dramatists. 
A YOUNG LADY OF PROPERTY. Comedy. 3m. 6w. 
THE DANCERS. Comedy. 3m. 7w. 
THE OLD BEGINNING. Comedy. 7m. 4w. 
JOHN TURNER DAVIS. Drama. 6m. 5w. 
THE DEATH OF THE OLD MAN. Drama. 5m. 2w. 
THE OIL WELL. Drama. 5m. 3w. 
YOUNGEST, THE. Rose. Drama. 3m. 3w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
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MISCELLANEOUS PLAYS 
Children's Plays 
ALICE IN WONDERLAND. Gerstenberg. 17b. 4g. Royalty. Longmans. 
ALL ABOARD. Barbee. Comedy. 4b. 7g. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
ARTHUR AND THE ~1AGIC SWORD. Engar. 16b. 8g. Royalty. Children's 
Theatre Press 3-act. 
BAD CHILDREN, THE. Jackson. 7ch. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
CHILDREN OF OTHER LANDS. Asbrand. 5 short plays for young folks. Non-
Roy. Baker. 
CINDERELLA Chorpenning. 5b. 7g. Royalty. Children's Theatre Press. 3-act. 
CINDERELLA Black. 2b. 6g. Royalty. French. 3-act. 
CLO\VN AND HIS CIRCUS, THE. Seiler. 7b. lOg. Royalty. Longmans. 3-act. 
CLO\VN WHO RAN AWAY, THE. Seiler. 6b. 7g. extras. Royalty. Longmans. 
2-act. 
CROSS PATCH. Bacon. Fantasy. 13b. 22g. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
DEEP IN THE DINGLE DELL. Draper. Puppet Play. 2b. lg. Non-Roy. Row-
Peterson. 
DOLL'S SYMPOSIUM. Guptill. Fantasy. Royalty. Eldridge. . 
EASILY STAGED PLAYS FOR BOYS. Simon. 9 plays. Non-Roy. French. 
EASILY STAGED PLAYS FOR GIRLS. Simon. 9 plays. Non-Roy. French. 
EASY JUVENILE PLAYS. Martens. 5 plays for grammar grades. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
EASY SCIENCE PLAYS FOR GRADE SCHOOL. Spamer. 15 scientific plays 
for children. Baker. 
HANSEL AND GRETEL. Miller. 3b. 4g. extras. Royalty. Children's Theatre 
Press. 
HEIDI. Freeman. 7b. 6g. Royalty. French 3-act. 
HIAWATHA. Norr1s. 15b. 2g. Royalty. Children's Theatre Press. 3-act. 
HUCKLEBERRY FINN. Twain. 12b. 5g. Royalty. Children's Theatre Press. 
IN THE GARDEN. Buker. Program for Children's Day with announcer. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
JOLLY HOLIDAYS IN THE CHILDREN'S THEATRE. Cotts. 11 short plays 
for various holidays. French. 
KNAVE OF HEARTS, THE. Saunders. 8b. 2g. extras. Royalty. Longmans. 
LAND OF THE DRAGON, THE. Miller. Chinese Fantasy. 6b. 5g. Royalty. 
Ch1ldren' s Theatre Press. 
LITTLE PLAYS FOR EVERYBODY. Sanford. 23 plays. Royalty. Dodd & Mead. 
LITTLE RED HEN, THE. Glass. 8ch. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
NEW PLAYS FOR CHILDREN. Sanford. 18 plays. Royalty. Dodd & Mead. 
PIED PIPER OF HAMELIN, THE. Miller. 5b. 4g. Royalty. Children's Theatre 
Press. 
PINKY WINKY'S TRIP TO THE MOON. Floyd. Behar. 12ch. Royalty. Baker. 
PUSS IN BOOTS. Miller. 4b. 2g. Royalty. Children's Theatre Press. 
RACKETTY-PACKETTY HOUSE. Burnett. Fantasy. 12b. 14g. extras. Royalty. 
French. 3-act. 
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RAPUNZEL AND THE WITCH. Melanos. 2b. 3g. extras. Royalty. Children's 
Theatre Press. 3-act. 
ROBINSON CRUSOE. Chorpenning. lOb. 2g. Royalty. Children's Theatre Press. 
SLEEPING BEAUTY, THE. Chorpenning. 4b. 8g. Royalty. Children's Theatre 
Press. 
SNOWMAN WHO WOULDN'T MELT, THE. Clark. Comedy. 3b 5g. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
SNOW WHITE AND ROSE RED. Miller. 3b. 3g. Royalty. Children's Theatre 
Press. 
, STEADFAST TIN SOLDIER, THE. Holloway. llb. 4g. Royalty. French. 3-act' 
THIS CHANGING WORLD and THE STORY OF OUR FLAG. Sylvester. 2 
children's plays. Misc. Char. Non-Roy. Baker. 
TINKLEBUTTON, THE. Lace. Fantasy. llb. 7g. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
TOM SAWYER'S ~10RNING. Brown. Comedy. 7b. 2w. 2g. Royalty. French. 
VANISHING PRINCESS, THE. Golden. Mag1cal Play. 4char. Royalty French. 
WINNIE-THE-POOH. Milne. llch. Narrator. Royalty. Dramatic. 3-act. 
WONDERFUL TANG, THE. Bruestle. A play in the Chinese manner. 9b. 6g. 
extras. Royalty. Children's Theatre Press. 2-act. 
WORLD'S A STAGE, THE. Edited by Mayorga. Plays for Juniors. Royalty. 
French. 
A GREEK LOSES HIS DOG. Thomas & Iva Broadhurst. 4b. 3g. extras. 
Royalty. 
THE CHESS PARTY. Benton. Chinese Shadow Play. 6b. I g. Non-Roy. 
DEAR LITTLE LORD JESUS. Broadhurst. NabVIty Play.llb. 4g. extras. 
Royalty. 
CAESAR'S SPffiiT. Shakespeare. 16b 2g. extras. Non-Roy. 
LITTLE LINCOLN. Chorpenning. 2b. 5g. Royalty. 
OREGON FOR AMERICA. Smith. 4b. 3g. extras. Royalty. 
EIGHTEEN NINETY. Wilson. 3b. 4g. Royalty. 
JINSEY. Bland. 4g. Royalty. 
OLD KING SOLOMON. Stone. 4b. 2g. Royalty. 
NEVER MIND THE BABY. Buermann 5b. 2g. extras. Non-Roy. 
LOST YEARS. Bach. 2b. 4g. Non-Roy. 
THE SOUND-EFFECTS MAN. Gerstenberg. 3b. 3g. Royalty. 
YOUNG HICKORY. McKenna. I lb. 3g. Royalty. Children's Theatre Press. 
Christ11UJS Plays 
ALIEN STAR, THE. Frances & Rockwell Smith. 6m. 3w. extras. Royalty. Dra-
matic. 
ALL IS CALM. Payton. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
AT THE FEET OF THE MADONNA. Lee. Choric Pageant. 6w. speaking choir. 
Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
BACK TO BETHLEHEM.Miller. Drama. 2m. 3w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 4-act. 
BAR-H RANCH FINDS CHRISTMAS, THE. Rose. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
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BELOVED EXILE, THE. Powell. Drama. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
BILLY'S CHRISTMAS EVE Olson Comedy. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BOARDING HOUSE CHRISTMAS, A. Widrig. 23char. Non-Roy. Baker. 
BY-LINE FOR ST. LUKE, A. Lorenzen. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
CA TICLE OF THE NATIVITY, THE. Bechet. 26char. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
CHILD FOR A KING, A. Risser. 3m. 2w. extras. choir. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
CHRISTMAS AT LOURDES. Duffield. 4m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
CHRISTMAS ALWAYS LIVES Becker. 8b. 9g. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
CHRISTMAS A GEL, THE. Hodgman. 3m. 4w. 3b. 3g. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
CHRISTMAS BELLE. Keir. 4m . 3\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
CHRIST1.1A.S BELLS. Moser & Severin. Narration & Carols. Heuer. 
CHRISTMAS CAROL, THE. D1ckens. (dram. by Lee). 11m. 9w. Non-Roy. Ivan 
Bloom Hardm. 
CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR NANCY, A. Allan. lb. 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
CHRISTMAS IN REVIEW. Styza. Readings & Poems. Heuer. 
CHRISTMAS INSIDE. Fletcher. 2b. 6g. Non-Roy. Baker. 
CHRISTMAS IS OW. Soans. 9m. 5w. Baker. 
CHRIST -!AS IS TOO OLD-FASHIONED. Martens. 8w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
CHRISTMAS PIE, THE. Bennett. llch. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
CHRISTMAS WAIF, THE. Bacon. 3b. 6g. extras. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
CHRISTMAS \VINDOWS. Christensen & Frick. 25-40char. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
COINS OF HIS KINGDOM. Douglas. (dram. by McGreevey). 5m. 5w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
COME LET US ADORE HIM. Starbuck. Drama. 12m. 5w. lch. Royalty. Dra-
matic. 
COME TO THE MA GER. Bangham. 10m. lw. 16ch. Royalty. Baker. 
COOL YULE, A. Martens. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
CROSSROADS OF CHRISTMAS, THE. McGreevey. 5m. 2w. extras. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
CUP OF STRENGTH, THE. Drake Drama. 6w. lg. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DON'T OPEN TILL CHRISTMAS. Carlisle. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Dra-
matic. 
EVEN UNTO BETHLEHEM. Martens. 2m. 2w. lb. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
EVER ON CHRISTMAS EVE. Phillips. Comedy. 5w. Royalty. Row·Peterson. 
FANTASTIC MR C , THE. Martens. 7m. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
FOLLOW THE STAR. Allan. Drama lm. 8\v. Non-Roy. Baker. 
FOURTH WISE MAN, THE. Asbrand. 11m. 5w. chorus. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
GIFT OF TENYIN, THE Tumpane. 2m. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
GIFT OF THE LAMB. McCaslm. 4m. 1 w. 3b. 4g. Non-Roy. Ro"':-Peterson. 
HEALING IN ITS WINGS. Cruse. 7m. 4\v. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
HER CHRISTMAS \VISH. Rose. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS. Douglas. (dram. by Martens). 3m. 7w. extras. 
Royalty. Dramatic. 
HILLBILLY CHRISTMAS CAROL, A. Greth. Comedy. 3m. 4w. Royalty. Dra-
matic. 
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JOYFUL MYSTERY. Bonn. llchar. Chorus. Non-Roy. Baker. 
JUMBO CHRISTMAS BOOK, THE. Edited by Cahill. Non-Roy. Baker. Con-
tains the following plays: 
THE JUGGLER OF OUR LADY. Hackett. 
"UNTO US IS BORN A SAVIOUR". McElroy. 6m. 3w. choirs. extras. 
HAPPY HEART. Asbrand. 7m. 9w. 
MARIO AND MARIETTE. Grover. lm. 2w. 
ON THE ROAD TO EGYPT. Davidson. 3m. lw. 
THE DANCING DOLL DECIDES. Pilgrim. 10m. 2w. extras. 
THE CHRISTMAS STAR. Lowrie. 
MEET ST. NICHOLAS. Asbrand. 2m. 4w. lb. 
CHIMES ON THE HILLTOP. Widrig. 6m. 2w. extras. 
THE PERFECT GIFT. Asbrand. 6g. 
CHRISTMAS IN CANADA. Fisher. 
STATION Y-U-L-E. Asbrand. 3b. 4g. extras. 
CHRISTMAS DRAMATIC PRELUDE. Whiting. 14m. lw. soloist. 
TURN TO THE EAST. Asbrand. 7w. 
KEEPER OF THE CLOCK, THE. Field. Fantasy. 6m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
LONG CHRISTMAS DINNER, THE. Wilder. 2m. 5w. 3b. 2g. Royalty. French. 
LOVE'S GIFT. Armstrong. Pageant. 7m. 4w. chorus. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS, MR. BAXTER. Dividson. Comedy. 4m. 8w. extras. Roy-
alty. Dramatic. 
MIRACLE AT DERRICK, TEXAS. Putcamp, Jr. 3m. 4w. 2ch. extras. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
MIRACLE FOR MffiiAMNE, A. Matero. Drama. 6m. 8w. extras. Royalty. Dra-
matic. 
MIRACLE OF THE MADONNA. St. Clair. Tableaux. 4m. 5w. choir. Non-Roy. 
Row-Peterson. 
MISS FARRELL TAKES HER CHRISTMAS VACATION. McMahon. Comedy. 
2b. 9g. extras. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MUGGSY'S MERRY CHRISTMAS. Paton. 2m. 2w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
NATURE OF A GIFT, THE, Emblen. 7m. 6w. 2ch. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
NIGHTS OF NOEL. Edited by Powers. Royalty. Ro\v-Peterson. Contains the 
following plays: 
VISION, THE. 7m. 7w. carolers. 
CHILD FOR A KING, A. Bm. 2w. spealang choir. 
EVER ON CHRISTMAS EVE 5w. 
CERTAIN STAR, A. 2m 3w 
NO STAR TO GUIDE THEM. Sergei. 8m. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 2-act. 
NOEL CANDLE, THE. Fuller. 2m. 5w. lch. Royalty. Dramatic. 
OTHER 'VISE MAN, THE. Van Dyke (dram. by Sergei). Drama. 10m. llw. 
extras Royalty. Dramatic. 
OTHER WISE MAN, THE. Van Dyke. (dram. by Sliker). 17m. 2w. exb4 as. 
Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
OUR CHRISTMAS HERITAGE. Stratton. All-church pageant. Non-Roy. Baker. 
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OUR GREATEST GIFT. Voss. 28m. 2w. chorus. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
OUR MISS BROOKS AND THE CHRISTMAS CAROL. Mann. (dram. by 
Sergei). Comedy. 5m. 7w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
PERFECT CAROL, THE. Sargent. 10m. 3w. extras. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
POP READS THE CHRISTMAS CAROL. Sergei. 4m. 3w. Non-Roy Dramatic. 
PUDDING-BAG STRING, THE. Bennett Comedy. 9ch. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
ROSES FOR THE KING. Bailey. Fantasy. 2m. lw. lb. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
ST. FRANCIS BRINGS BETHLEHEM TO GRECCIO. Sister Mary John. 
Tableau. 10m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
SANTA CLAUS, INDEEDI Young. 3m. lw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SANTA'S SPECTACLES. Davis Fantasy. lm. 1 w. 13ch. Royalty. Baker. 
SCARF FROM SMYRNA, THE. Lorenzen. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
SCROOGE. D1ckens (dram. by Paskman) . 9m. 3\v. extras. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SEEI~G THE STAR. Hav..·se 5m. 4w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 3-act. 
SHELTER FOR A WANDERER. Peterson. 5m. lw. extras. Royalty. Row· 
Peterson. 
SHEPHERD WHO STAYED AWAY, THE. McGreevey. 3m. 3w. extras. Royalty. 
Baker. 
SIGN OF A STAR. Fisher. 6m. or 6w. Non-Roy. Ro\v-Peterson. 
SIMPLE CHANCEL DRAMAS Bailey. Baker. Contams the follo'.-ving plays: 
BETTER THAN SEVEN SOI\S. Mother-Daughter Banquet. 
WALK IN THE LIGHT. lOchar. 
THE FEAST OF THE INGATHERING. Thanksgiving. 3m. 3w choir. 
extras. 
HILLTOP SUMMER CAMP SUNRISE SERVICE. Out-of-doors service. 
WE BRING THIS CHILD U TO THE LORD. Baptism of children. 
THE SING! G CHILDREN. Palm Sunday. lm. lw. lg. 6-16ch. 
THERE WAS A GARDEN. Easter. 6m. lOw. 3g. extras. 
THE PICTURE WINDOW FRAMES CHRISTMAS. 3m. 2w. lb. lg. 
CHRISTMAS EVE CANDLE VESPERS. lOchar. choir. 
A MANGER LOWLY. 12char. choir. 3-act. 
SING CHRISTMAS. Chamberlin. 22m. 9w. extras. Non-Roy. Baker. 
SONG IS BORN, A. McLaren. 4m. 2w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
SONG OF GLORY. Martens. 6m. 6w. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
TEEN CLUB'S CHRISTMAS, THE. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. 5m. 5w. Roy-
alty. Baker. 
THEY CAME BEARING GIFTS. Emerson. 3m. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
THIS STRANGE NIGHT. McGreevey. Drama. 5m. lw. extras. Royalty. Dra-
matic. 
TIDINGS OF PEACE. Asbrand. Pageant. 3m. 3w. extras. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
TIE THAT BLINDS, THE. Martens. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
TIME FOR LOVE, A. Simpson. 10m. 15w. Royalty. Longmans. 
TO US A SON. Faust. Drama. 3m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
TOO MUCH MISTLETOE. Clark. Comedy. 4b. 5g. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
TOUCH OF LILAC, A. Nagel. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
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TOWN IS BORN, A. Piersel. 1m. 1g. Royalty. Baker. 
'TWAS THE FIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. Martens. Comedy. 4m. 3w. Non-
Roy. Baker. 
UNCLE JIMMY VERSUS CHRISTMAS. Eastman. Comedy. 2m. 2w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. 
UNTO THY DOORS. Coyle. Nativity play. 5m. 3w. speaking chorus. Non-Roy. 
Row-Peterson. 
VISION, THE. Grandgeorge. 7m. 7w. extras. Royalty. Row-Pete1son. 
WILDCAT WILLIE PLAYS SANTA. Martens 4b. 7g. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
YOU CAN'T KNOW EVERYTHING. Gaily. Comedy. 7g. Non-Roy. Baker. 
Easter Plays 
BOY WHO DISCOVERED EASTER, THE. McFadden. 2m. 2w. Royalty. 
French. 
CHRIST THE LORD IS RISEN TODAY. Sheaffer. Pageant. 7m. 7w. 2 choirs. 
Royalty. Baker. 
COME, SEE THE PLACE. Dickerson. Royalty. Baker. 
CUP OF TREMBLING, THE. Johannes. Drama. 10m. 2\v. extras. Royalty. 
Baker. 
DARK DAYS, THE. Delosier. Drama. 7m. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 3-act. 
DESERT TENT, THE. Bowrutch. Drama. 5m. 4\v Non-Roy. Baker. 
EASTER AT GALILEE. vVillis & Ellsworth. 2m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
EASTER STORY, THE. Tashpan 10m. 2\v. Royalty. Baker. 
EASY EASTERETTS. Asbrand Non-Roy. Baker. 
HOLY CITY, THE. Bowchtch. Drama. 4m. 5w. smgers Non-Roy. Baker. 
I MADE CHRIST,S CROSS A"erill. Drama. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
IT IS I, LORD. Hollinshead. 4m. 6w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
LILIES FOR THE KING. Howard. Stewardship play. 4m. 2w. Non-Roy. Eld-
ridge. 
RADIANT MORNING. Martens 1m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
ROBE OF THE GALILEAN, THE. McGreevey 5m 5w Royalty. Dramatic. 
SPARK IN JUDEA. Delderfield. Drama. 9m 3w. Royalty. Baker. 3-act. 
TRANSPARENT CURTAIN PAGEANTS FOR EASTER. Mixer. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
TRIAL OF JESUS, THE. Masef1eld. 20m. 1 w. Royalty. Baker. 
WHAT THINK YE OF CHRIST? Hollinshead. 6m. 6w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
Operettas and Musical Plays 
AT THE SILVER SWAN. Bolton & Gray. 11m. 7w. dancers & chorus. Royalty. 
French. 
BELLE OF THE WEST, THE. Geo1ge. 5m. 9w. chorus. Royalty. Denison. 
BY HEX. Rengier. Musical Play about the Amish 7m. 5w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
2-act. 
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DESERT FLOWER. George. 7m. 5w. chorus. Non-Roy. Denison. 
DESERT SONG, THE. Harbach, Hammerstein & Mendel. 11m. 6w. chorus. 
Royalty. French. 
GINGHAM GIRL, THE. Kusell. 6m. 6w. extras. Royalty. French. 
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN REVUE. arranged by George. 8m. 9w. Non-Roy. 
Denison. 
GOLDEN BUTTERFLY. George. 7m. 5w. chorus. Non-Roy. Denison. 
GOLDEN RIVER. Vera & Den Tarpley. Western Comedy. 5m. 5w. extras. Roy-
alty. Row-Peterson. 
GYPSY BARON, THE. George. 4m. 7w. chorus. Non-Roy. Denison. 
~1ISSISSIPPI MELODY. George. 2m. 7w. 6b. 3g. Non-Roy. Denison. 
ONE FAMILY SINGS. Trapp. 23m. 26w. extras. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
PRI TCESS RUNS A WAY, THE. Smith. 18m. 3w. chorus. Non-Roy. French. 
Patriotic Plays 
FREEDOM'S STAR. \Vood. Class-day exercise. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
GIRLS OVER HERE, THE. Doran. 8w. Non-Roy. French. 
GREAT PATRIOTS' DAYS. Lamkin. Non-Roy. French. . 
SING OUT, SWEET LAND. Kerr. Musical biography of American song. Speak-
ing chorus. Royalty. Baker. 
SOLDIER CITY, THE. Monro. Memorial Day play. 2m. 2w. extras. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
VOICE OF AMERICA, THE. Welch. Tableaux-choric drama. Royalty. Row-
Peterson. 
Religious Plays 
BUILDERS, THE. Eckardt. Dramatic service of worship. 6m. 3w. choir. Royalty. 
Baker. 
CASE OF HUMANITY VS. PO TIUS PILATE, THE. Fox, Hubley, & Tressler. 
Drama. lOrn. 5w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
CERTAIN GREEKS. Hamlin. Drama. 3m. 2w. Royalty. French. 
DESIGN FOR A STAINED GLASS WINDOW. Berney & Richardson. Drama. 
14m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
FEATHER FROM HIS WING, A. Playfair. lm. 2w. 2b. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
FRONTIER, THE. Trick. 3m. lw. Royalty. Baker 
GENESIS. Bogan. Choric drama. 2m. 1 w. chorus. Royalty. Dramatic. 
HE KNEW THE MASTER. Knox. Drama. 3m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 3-act. 
LOOK AT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION, A. Holt. 5m. 3w. 2g. extras. Non-Roy. 
Eldridge. 
LOST WORD, THE. Van Dyke. (dram. by Phelps). 4m. 2w. Non-Roy. Wetmore 
Declaration Bureau. 
MIRACLE AT NAIN, THE. Bangham. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
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NURSERY-MAID OF HEAVEN, THE. Stevens. Miracle Play. 2m. 7w. Royalty. 
Baker. 
PASTOR'S GUIDING HAND, THE. Sandberg. 4m. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
PEOPLE VS. THE PHARISEE, THE. Tiemayer. Stewardship drama. 7m. 1w. 
Non-Roy. Baker. 
PUBLICAN AND SINNER. Hollinshead. Drama. 4m. 6\v. Royalty. Baker. 
SHADOW OF A CROSS. Bowyer. 18m. 8w. extras. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
SIMON'S WIFE. Alwaise. Drama. 10m. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
SON OF STEPHEN. Crose. lm. lw. 2b. 2g. Royalty. Baker. 
STRANGER, THE. Speare. Drama. 4m. 2w. Royalty. Baker. 
THANK YOU, GOD, FOR EVERYTHING. Hollinshead. Fantasy. 2m. lw. 2b. 
2g. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
THIS IS MY CHURCH. Waite. 2m. 8w. extras. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
"TO THINE OWN SELF ... " Kromer. Missionary Play. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
UNTO US THE LIVING. Sliker. Choric. 12char. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
VOICES. Shrader. Service of \Vorship. 6m. 4w. chorus. Non-Roy. Baker. 
Thanksgiving Plays 
NOTE TO MYSELF, A. Summers. 12char. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
PROPOSAL BY PROXY. Olson. 3m. 2w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
RETURN OF THE PILGRIMS, THE. Boli. 3m. 7w. Non-Roy. Eldirdge. 
WILDCAT WILLIE CARVES THE TURKEY. Martens. Comedy. 5b. 6g. Non-
Roy. Dramatic. 
Miscellaneous Plays 
ALL OUT FOR HALLOWE'EN. Hark & McQueen. Comedy. 5m. 3w. 2b. 2g. 
extras. Royalty. Baker. 
"ALMOST EVERYMAN." Austin. Better English play. 8m. 4w. extras. Non-Roy. 
Means & McClean. 
AROUND THE WORLD WITH GIRL SCOUTS. Dutton. International Pageant. 
lm. 1 w. extras. Non-Roy. French. 
AUDITIONS FOR RADIO AND SCHOOL. Davie. Readlngs. lm. or lw. Non-
Roy. Baker. 
BEACON OF STRENGTH. Brenner. Grrl Scout Play. 8g. Royalty. Baker. 
"BEHOLD THY MOTHER." We1ss. Mother's Day or Patr1otic. 7w. Non-Roy. 
Dramatic. 
BOSTON O'TOOLES, THE. Casey. Fantasy for St. Patrick's Day. 8m. 3w. 2b. 
lg. Royalty. French. 
CHILDREN SEEN AND HEARD. Spamer, Quinlan & Asbrand. Platform read-
ings. Non-Roy. Baker. 
COMPLETE GOOD ENGLISH BOOK. Berry. Program for Good English Week. 
Royalty. Berry. 
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EASY CUB SCOUT PLAYS. Russell & Esther Friend. Non-Roy. Baker. Contains 
the following plays: 
THE INDIANS AND THE STAGECOACH. 4b. 
THE LION AND THE MOUSE. lOb. 
HARRY'S BARBER. SHOP. lOb. 
STUCK UP AT THE GENERAL STORE. lOb. 
KING OF THE ROAD. lOb. 
PIRATE TREASURER. 8b. 
THE HAUNTED LIGHTHOUSE. 7b. 
ADVICE, INCORPORATED. 4-5b. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION. lOb. 
EASY PLAYS FOR BOYS. Brown. Non-Roy. Baker. Contains the following plays: 
THE SMART MEN OF NOTTINGHAM. 9b. extras. 
NICK COMES BACK IN TIME. 6b. extras. 
CAMPING TIME. 7b. chorus. extras. 
SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY. 4b. extras. 
WHO'S AFRAID OF GHOSTS? 6b. 
REST HOURI 6b. 
THE LAST SWIM. 3b. 
THAT'S ALL, BROTHERI 8b. 
FRANKIE IN THE INFIRMARY. 5b. 
SOMETIMES IT'S RIGHT TO FIGHT. 6b. 
FASHION REVUE OR STYLES OLD AND NEW, A. Russell. Sm. 30w. extras. 
Royalty. Baker. 
FREEDOM HALL. Franklin. 10m. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
FRENCH'S ORAL READINGS FOR MODERNS. Quaife. Non-Roy. French. 
HIGH ADVE TURE. Kocker. Morality play. 20-30char. Non-Roy. Baker. 
HOLD YOUR SIDES. Ragase. Monologue character sketches for men. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
JERICHO ROAD. Barr. Royalty. Baker. Contains the following plays: 
THE FffiST MIRACLE. 4m. 3w. 2 extras. 
IT CAME TO PASS. 3m. 4w. 
JERICHO ROAD. 6m. 4w. extras. 
JUST FOR VARIETY. McCoy. Skits, plays, & sketches. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
KITCHEN !CANARIES. Asbrand. Variety show. 9m. llw. 2 dogs. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
LINDEN TREE, THE. Tashjian. Radio play-comedy. 5m. 1 w. extras. Royalty. 
Baker. 
MARILYN. Burkhardt. Teen age monologues. Non-Roy. Baker. 
OLD DISTRICT SCHOOL, THE. Asbrand. Musical Revue. 7b. 12g. Non-Roy. 
Baker. 
PAPA'S P.T.A. Roberts. Skit. lm. 8w. or 9w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
PARKER'S NEW MONOLOGUES. Parker. Non-Roy. French. 
PEACE ON MARS. Wilson. 2m. 2w. extras. Royalty. Baker. 
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PLAYS FOR EARLY TEENS. Quinlan. Non-Roy. Baker. Contains the following 
plays: 
DOROTHEA DANCES THE MINUET. 3b. 4g. 
FINAL REHEARSAL. 6g. 
THE BOSTON TEA PARTY. 5b. lg. 
A PAN OF CANDY. 7g. 
WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY. lb. 5g. 
THE HIDING PLACE. 2b. 4g. 
RADIO PLAYS FROM HISTORY AND LITERATURE. Hackett. Non-Roy. 
Baker. Contains the following plays: 
FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER. Poe. Macabre. 3m. lw. 
JANE EYRE. Bronte. Romance. 4m. 4w. 
JIMMY'S WIFE. Hackett. Incident. 4m. 2w. 
LAST DRUM. Hackett. Historical. 4m. 
MARJORIE DAW. Aldrich. Comedy. 9m. 2w. 
PROLOGUE FOR TOMORROW. Hackett. Americana. 3m. lw. 
RETURN OF CHANDRA, THE. Wilson. 3m. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
SONS OF THE PRAffiiE. Rehner. Choral drama. 10m. 2w. extras. Royalty. 
Row-Peterson. 
TONIGHT WE GRADUATE. Wilson, Jr. 9char. Non-Roy. Baker. 
WAR l"f: UP AND PLAY. Kelly. Non-Roy. Drama Guild. Contains the following 
plays: 
CINNAMON CINDERS. Graduation. 13ch. extras. 
DO UNTO OTHERS. Christmas. lm. 3w. 2ch. 
EXCELLENT, MADAME. Farce-Comedy. lm. 2w. lb. cat. 
MIXING THE CLUES. Thanksgiving. lm. 2w. 16ch. 
SILVER HORN MYSTERY. Farce-Comedy. 3b. 2g. 
WHIZ BANG MINSTREL SHOW, THE. Driscoll. Royalty. Baker. 
YOU'RE THE SHOW. Franklin. Monologues. Non-Roy. French. 
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ONE-ACT PLAYS FOR WOMEN 
ACID TEST, THE. Smith. Comedy. 2w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
AFTER THE CHURCH SUPPER. Sterling. Satire. 6w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
AGE REBELS. Ahrens. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. French. 
ALICE'S BLUE GOvVN. Campion. Comedy. 8g. Non-Roy. French. 
ALO G CAME HARRIET. Rose. Farce-Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
AMAZING ARABELLA, THE. Ashton. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
AMONG US GIRLS. George. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
ANCHOR, THE Speare. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
ASK NANCYI Campion. 8g. Non-Roy. Dramattc. 
AuTOGRAPH CHASERS, THE. Carlisle. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
BE A LITTLE CUCKOOI Reed. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
BETTY, BEHA VEl Campion Comedy. 3g. on-Roy. Dramatic. 
BE\VARE OF TERMITES. Carlisle Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
BOND BETWEE1 , THE. Barry. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
BOOK, THE. LaFo1ce. Drama. 3w. Non-Roy. Wetmore Declarabon Bureau. 
BOTTLED BEAUTY. VInmg. Farce. 8w. on-Roy. Baker. 
BRIDAL SHOWER, THE. Bates. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
BRIDEGR0011 \VAITS, THE. Hayes. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. French. 
BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE. Allen. 4w. Royalty. French. 
BUTTERFLIES & BALSAM. Knox. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Longmans. 
BY THE BEAUTIFUL SEA. VIning. Farce. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
COME LIVE I MY HOUSE. Barry. Comedy. 7\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
COUNTING THE CALORIES. McMullen. 7w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
CRAZY TO REDUCE. Sheridan. Comedy. 17w. on-Roy. Dramatic. 
CRAZY VIOLET, A. Wallen. Farce. 8w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
CRITICAL CASE, A. Curtis. Comedy. Sv1. Royalty. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
CUNNING LUNATIC, THE. Curbs. Comedy. 3w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
DARK EYES. Ingalls. Drama. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DATE WITH THE PROFESSOR, A. Kilbrown. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
DATE WITH A THEME, A. Hackett. Drama. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
DEBT TO PAY, A. Nagel. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
DISTA T THU DER. Neuenburg. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
DIVORCE GRANTED. Carmichael. Comedy. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
DON'T TELL A SOUL. Kaser. Farce. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
ENJOYING POOR HEALTH. Sterling. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
EVERY HUSBA D Moore. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
FAMILY HEIRLOOM. Williamson. Drama. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
FEAR IS A MURDERER. Neuenburg. Drama. 4\v. Royalty. Baker. 
FLASH OF RED. Taggart. Comedy. lOw. Royalty. French. 
FLORENCE U LIMITED. Carmichael. Comedy. 6w Non-Roy. Baker. 
FOG. Neuenburg. Drama. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
FOR THE LOVE OF A HOUSE. Gray. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Longmans. 
FOR THE LOVE OF PETE. Gehman. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Eldridge. 
FOUR FOR THE MONEY. Carmichael. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
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FOUR FRIGHTENED SISTERS. Spence. Suspense. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
FRANKLY SPEAKING. Martens. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
GHOST OF A FRESHMAN, THE. Campion. Farce. 5g. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
GIRL FROM BRAZIL,THE. Martens. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
GOD AND THE EMPRESS. Fund. Drama. 7w. Royalty. French. 
GOOD NEIGHBORS. Reach. Comedy. 9w. Royalty. French. 
GOODBYE MISS LIZZIE BORDEN. La Torre. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
GOSSIP SHOP, THE. Wilde. Comedy. Bw. Royalty. Baker. 
GRAY BREAD. Latham. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
GREAT DARK, THE. Totheroh. Drama. 6w. Royalty. French. 
GREAT TEASDALE, THE. Dawson. Comedy-Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
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GUESS AGAIN, GHOST! Dionysian Playwriting Comnuttee. Mystery-Comedy. 
6w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
HAT SHOP, THE. Copley. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
HAUNTED ROOMS. Armstrong. Farce. 8\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR OPERATION? Barry. Farce. 7w Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HILLY-BILLY HOUSE. Martens. Farce. 7w. extras. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HOLD 0 TO YOUR HAT. Righter. Comedy. Bw. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
HOLLYWOOD CAN WAIT. Sigal. Comedy. 6g. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
HUSBANDS ARE HUMAN. Lawrence. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
IF WOMEN WORKED AS MEN DO. Goodfellow. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. 
French. 
INSTINCTS OF A LADY, THE. Kerry. Comedy. llw. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom 
Hardin. 
INTRODUCING MOPSY. Blake. Comedy. llg. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
ITS THE DOCTOR. Skye. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
ITS A WOMAN'S PRIVILEGE. Allyn. Drama. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
JOINT OWNERS IN SPAIN. Brown. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
"JUDGE NOT" Howard. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
JUST US GIRLS. Mauermann. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Art Craft. 
JUST WOMEN. Clements. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. French. 
KIDS WILL BE KIDS. Rye. Burlesque. 11 w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
KITTEN'S NECKLACE, THE. O'Neill. Mystery. lOw. Royalty. Baker. 
KLEPTOMANIAC, THE. Cameron. Comedy. 7w. Non-Roy. French. 
LADIES ALONE. Ryerson & Clements. Comedies. French. Contains the following: 
THE DEVIL ON STILTS. 3w. 
LADIES ALONE. 3w. 
FINE FEATHERS. 8w. 
MATERIA MEDICA. 7w. 
THE TENTH WORLD. lOw. 
NEVER TOO OLD. 4w. 
MISS SYDNEY CARTON. 6w. 
LADIES BROWNING CIRCLE MEETS, THE. Pierce. Comedy. 12w. Non-Roy. 
Row-Peterson. 
LADIES OF THE MOP. Harris. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
LADY FINGERS. Hughes. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. French. 
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LATE HOLIDAY. Kahn. Comedy-Drama. 4w. Non-Roy. Row-Peterson. 
LAYETTE, THE. Asherson. Comedy. 4w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
LIFE MASK, THE. Gnscom & Waldron. Comedy. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LILY. Stephens. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
LOCKED ROOM, THE. Spence. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Baker. 
LOOLIE AND OTHER SHORT PLAYS. Conkle. Royalty. French. Contains the 
followmg plays; 
LACE. Comedy. 2w. 
LITTLE GRANNY GRAVER. Drama. 2w. 
LOVE AND MISS DOD IE. Brenner. Drama. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
LOVE IS LIKE THAT. Ryeison & Clements. Comedy. 3w. Royalty. French. 
LUCKY DAY. Windsor. Comedy. llw. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
MAID GOES FORTH TO vVAR, A . McCune. Drama. 4w. Royalty. French. 
MARY WAS 'THERE. Phillips. Comedy. 8g. Non-Roy. Baker. 
MELODRAMAS FOR MADAME. Srmon. Non-Roy. French. Contains the follow-
ing plays: 
GIRLS IN WHITE. Drama. 6w. 
THE ROAD TO GLORY. Tragedy. 3w. 
DOMESTIC TIE-UP. Adventure. 4w. 
ENTRE ACT. Drama. 4w. 
SANITARIUM Drama. 5w. 
BLONDE BRIGADE. Drama. 5w. 
TWO AGAI ST THE ODDS. Mannheimer. Melodrama. 3w. 
MEN FOLK. Ryerson & Clements. Tragedy. 3w. Royalty. French. 
MERRY WIVES OF BOREDOM. Simon. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. French. 
MESSAGE FROM JOHN, A. Spence. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
MISTRESS MINX. Haynes. Drama. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
"MORE PERFECT UNION." Weiss. Drama. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
MUSHROOMS COMING UP. Boyd. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Ivan Bloom Hardin. 
MY AUNT AGATHA. Brenner. Mystery-Comedy. 5w. Royalty. Baker. 
MY COUSIN FROM SWEDEN. Kavanaugh. Comedy. 7g. Non-Roy. Baker. 
NEVER TRUST A MA . Martens. Comedy. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
NOVEL EVE T. Wmthrop. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Heuer. 
ON THE AIR. Reed. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
ONCE UPON A PROM IGHT. Van De Verg. Comedy. 9\v. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
ONE ACT PLAYS FOR WOMEN. Edited by Sanford. Royalty. Dodd & Mead. 
Contains the following plays: 
THE LAST FRONTIER. Comedy. 6w. 
THE DEATH OF ONULIS. Fantasy. 7w. 
THE CLOCK. Comeau. Fantasy. 6w. extras. 
JUST BABIES. Comedy. 6w. 
CULTURE. Farce. 14w. 
SUSAN SHOULD MARRY. Comedy. 9w. 
ALL'S VANITY. Comedy. 2w. 
KID GLOVES. Comedy. 7w. 
THE SIEGE. Drama. 3w. 
• 
DRAMA LOAN SERVICE 
LETTERS. Comedy. 3w. 
RETIRED. Comedy. 3w. 
ONE OF THESE DAYS. Cameron. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. French. 
OUR DEAREST POSSESSION. Middlesmass. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Longmans. 
OUR MINISTER'S BRIDE. Watson. Comedy. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
OVER THE TEACUPS. Wilde. Comedy. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
PAJAMA PARTY. Martens. Comedy. lOg. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
PATTERSON DINNER, THE. St. Clair. Comedy. 6w. Royalty. Northwestern. 
PEGGY'S ON THE PHONE. Clapp. Comedy. 4g. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
PEPPING UP THE P.T.A. Tavey. Comedy. lOw. Non-Roy. Baker. 
PERMANENT. Reach. Comedy. Bw. Royalty. French. 
PETTICOATS. Holbrook. Comedy. 6\v. Royalty. Longmans. 
PINNACLE. Neuenberg. Drama. 4w. Royalty. Baker. 
PLUM TREE, THE. (dram. by McMahon & Sergei). Drama. 7w. Royalty. 
Dramatic. Baker. 
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POUND OF PREVENTION, A. Atwell & Virden. Comedy. 12w. Non-Roy. Dra-
matic. 
POWERS THAT BE, THE. Sara & E. McCarty. Farce. 6vt Non-Roy. Row-Peter-
son. 
PURPLE DOORKNOB, THE. Eaton. Comedy. 3w. Royalty. French. 
ROCKING CHAlliS. Kreymborg. Comedy. 3w. Royalty. French. 
ROOF, THE. Brenner. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Baker 
ROUGE ATOMIQUE. Nash. Drama-Fantasy. 2w. Royalty. Dramatists. 
SAVED. Rogers. Drama. 6w. Royalty. French. 
SECRET, THE. Neuenburg. Drama. 8w. Royalty. Baker. 
SISTERS UNDER THE SKIN. Barry. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
SIX LADIES IN WAITING. Spencer. Farce. 6w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
SPARKLING LUCIA. Crandall. Drama. 4w. Non-Roy. French. 
STAR PLAYER. Martens. Drama. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
STAR TROUBLE. Hayes. Comedy. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
STRANGE VICTORY. Neuenburg. Drama. 3w. Royalty. Baker. 
STRICTLY FEMININE. Nagel. Drama. Royalty. Baker 
PROUD IS THE HEART. 5w. 
BRIGHT IS TOMORROW. 5w. 
MOTHER PART, THE. 5w. 
MIRACLE FOR THREE. 6w. 
DARK CORNER, THE. 6w. 
SUGAR AND SPITE. Martens. Drama. 17w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
SUMMONS OF SARIEL, THE. Kessis. Drama. 9w. Royalty. Dramatic 
TALE OF A SHIRT, THE. Joseph Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. French. 
TELL DORIE NOT TO CRY. LePelley. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
TEN ONE-ACT PLAYS. Gerstenberg. Royalty. Longmans. Contains five plays 
with all women casts. 
THIN ICE. Walters. Comedy. 5w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
THURSDAY-AT HOME. Barry. Farce. 9w. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
TOAST & TEA. Larrimore. Comedy. 8w. Non-Roy. Baker. 
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TOO MANY MARYS. Campion. Comedy. 6g. Royalty. Dramatic. 
TROUBLE WITH MOTHERS, THE. Keir. Comedy. 12g. Royalty. Dramatic. 
27 WAGONS FULL OF COTTON. Williams. Royalty. New Directions. Contains 
the following plays: 
HELLO FROM BERTHA. Drama. 4w. 
SOMETHING UNSPOKEN. Drama. 2w. 
UNDERTOW. Weatherly. Drama. 9w. Royalty. Row-Peterson. 
VISITING CELEBRITY. Crane. Farce. 7w. Royalty. Baker. 
WHERE'S JULIE? Kelsey. Comedy. 6g. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
WHO WILL REMEMBER? Kennedy. Drama. 6w. Royalty. Dramatic. 
YOU TOO CAN BE CHARMING. Young. Comedy. 8g. Non-Roy. Dramatic. 
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